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Abstract 

 
 

PROJECTION NEURON FATE SPECIFICATION IN THE MAMMALIAN 
CEREBRAL CORTEX 

 
Jeremiah Aaron Tsyporin 

 
Projection neurons underly cortical computation and are necessary for 

proper cortical function. Understanding how these cell types arise is a central 

question in neuroscience and has wide-ranging implications for treating brain 

diseases. Genes encoding for transcription factors or chromatin remodeling 

proteins have been identified that are necessary for generating projection 

neuron cell types in the cerebral cortex. Exactly how they function is 

unknown. Using genetically engineered mouse models combined with 

immunohistochemistry, bulk and single-cell RNA sequencing, chromatin 

profiling, circuit tracing, and electrophysiology, this work uncovers the 

molecular mechanisms by which the transcription factors Fezf2, Satb2, and 

the transcriptional corepressor Tle4, specify cell fate in the developing 

cerebral cortex. Fezf2 specifies cell fate by functioning as a selective 

repressor. It regulates subtype-specific identities of corticothalamic and 

subcerebral neurons by selectively repressing the expression of genes 

inappropriate for each neuronal subtype. Tle4 works collaboratively with 

Fezf2 in layer 6 to inhibit layer 5 subcerebral neuronal genes. On the other 

hand, Satb2 is involved in gene activation and repression; these functions are 

likely mediated by interactions with ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling 
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complexes. This work also demonstrates that Satb2 dosage affects cortical 

development, shedding light on the etiology of patients with a 

mutant SATB2 allele. 

Fezf2, Tle4, and Satb2 all function to specify subtype identity in 

postmitotic neurons. These results indicate that a cortical glutamatergic 

identity is specified by progenitor cells, but subtype-specific identity is 

achieved through postmitotic fate refinement.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

The human brain is a marvel of complexity. It integrates sensory 

information from multiple sources to control bodily functions and underpins 

all cognitive processes. The function of this remarkable structure depends 

on upwards of 80 billion neurons and a similar number of non-neuronal 

cells (Azevedo et al., 2009). Santiago Ramon y Cajal’s groundbreaking 

catalogue of neuronal structure, made possible by the visualization 

techniques pioneered by Camillo Golgi, revealed the enormous complexity 

and diversity of cell types in the brain. Despite over a century of study, 

understanding the birth and differentiation of these cell types remains 

poorly understood. 

The structure that underlies the exceptional cognitive abilities of 

mammals is the neocortex, the most recently evolved brain region 

(Nieuwenhuys, 1994). It is thought to be primarily responsible for 

endowing humans with their unique cognitive abilities  (Hill and Walsh, 

2005; Molnár and Pollen, 2014; Uylings and van Eden, 1991). How this 

structure develops is poorly understood. 

Throughout gestation and into the early adult years, the human 

neocortex undergoes a complex series of developmental processes 

building a functional brain; generally, the central nervous system 

undergoes fundamental developmental patterns typical of all mammals 
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studied (Silbereis et al., 2016). These processes must be tightly regulated 

and controlled to ensure proper brain development. Understanding 

neurodevelopmental processes on a molecular and cellular level is 

paramount to uncovering the etiology of neurological diseases with a 

developmental origin. Over the past several decades, the causal genetic 

and molecular underpinnings of cortical development have begun to be 

unraveled, providing new insights into fundamental biology and 

neurological diseases. 

Genes identified to be essential for cortical development are 

implicated in diseases including Autism, Schizophrenia, Bipolar disorder, 

and many others (Autism Spectrum Disorder Working Group of the 

Psychiatric Genomics Consortium et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2018; Gandal 

et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018; Meng et al., 2018). Understanding the 

molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying the formation of the 

neocortex is essential for elucidating the etiology of these conditions. 

Furthermore, this knowledge can inform the development of therapies for 

brain repair after injury or neurodegeneration and has implications is in 

understanding the biology of brain tumors and other cancers that activate 

neurodevelopmental programs (Shue et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2019). 

Experimental systems are critical for understanding cortical 

development. While observational studies of human brain development 

and disease are fundamental in modern neuroscience, the human brain is 
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a generally intractable experimental system. Therefore, the field has used 

model organisms and, more recently, human iPSC-derived brain 

organoids that faithfully recapitulate some aspects of human brain 

development.  

While brain organoids show incredible promise for uncovering 

human-specific developmental paradigms, several limitations exist, 

including composition variations between organoids, limited maturation of 

later-born neuronal subtypes, and lack of cortical arealization, among 

others (Andrews and Kriegstein, 2022; Pollen et al., 2019). As protocols 

and related technology advance, brain organoids will play a crucial role in 

uncovering the unique aspects of human brain development. Until then, 

traditional model systems such as flies, worms, and rodents will remain 

the bedrock of experiments aimed at uncovering fundamental 

mechanisms of neurodevelopment.  

Despite the evolutionary distance between mice and human, and 

the apparent fact that divergent developmental processes exist endowing 

humans with more advanced cognitive abilities, many fundamental 

molecular and developmental mechanisms are conserved (Silbereis et al., 

2016). Although all aspects of human cortical development cannot be fully 

modeled in a mouse, it serves as a tractable experimental system with 

numerous practical benefits: it has a short gestation time, there is a wealth 

of genetic toolkits already available for genetic manipulation, inbred 
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mouse strains provide animals with genetically homogenous backgrounds. 

Furthermore, we are far from understanding all aspects of nervous system 

development in any organism—there is still much work to do in uncovering 

many of the shared fundamental developmental mechanisms underlying 

the mammalian cerebral cortex. For my thesis research, I have utilized the 

mouse as a model organism for studying cell fate decisions in the 

developing cerebral cortex. 

 

Cortical excitatory projection neurons underly cortical computation 

The principle neuronal cell types of the neocortex are the cortical 

projection neurons—excitatory neurons that use glutamate as a 

neurotransmitter and send axons to nearby and far-off inter and 

intracortical targets (Figure 1). The second major neuronal type is the 

gamma-aminobutryric acid (GABA) inhibitory cortical interneurons that 

make up a bit over 10% of the neurons in the cortex (Keller et al., 2018), 

and are critical in modulating cortical excitatory neurons; without them 

there would be no inhibition (Kepecs and Fishell, 2014). The cortical 

projection neurons are the computational units of the cortex and serve as 

the primary input system and sole output system.  
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Figure 1: Projection neurons in the cerebral cortex 

Schematic of major classes of glutamatergic projection neurons in the 
mouse cerebral cortex. Intratelencephalic (IT) neurons reside in all cortical 
layers. The layer 4 neurons that receive thalamic input are IT neurons 
primarily projecting into the upper-layers. IT neurons in 2/3, 5 and 6, 
project locally or to the contralateral hemisphere (callosal). Subcerebral 
(SC) projection neurons reside in layer 5 and project to the brainstem and 
spinal cord. Corticothalamic (CT) projection neurons primarily reside in 
layer 6 and project to the thalamus. 
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Induction of cortical neurogenesis 

During development, the neural tube gives rise to the brain and 

spinal cord. The rostral end of the neural tube morphs into a structure that 

contains three primary brain vesicles: the forebrain (prosencephalon), 

midbrain (mesencephalon), and hindbrain (rhombencephalon). The 

forebrain consists of the telencephalon, which gives rise to the cerebral 

cortex, hippocampus, basal ganglia, and olfactory bulb, and the 

diencephalon, which gives rise to the thalamus and hypothalamus. In 

mammals, the dorsocaudal telencephalon is notably large and gives rise 

to a greatly expanded cerebral cortex, most of which is the 6-layered 

neocortex unique to mammals (Rakic, 1988). As the telencephalon 

develops, a complex interplay of cell-intrinsic and extrinsic factors 

regionalizes the telencephalon into different progenitor domains that 

ultimately give rise to different brain regions (Hébert and Fishell, 2008). 

The progenitor region that gives rise to the cerebral cortex is the dorsal 

ventricular zone.  

After neural tube closure and prior to the onset of neurogenesis, the 

dorsal ventricular zone consists of neuroepithelial progenitors (NEPs). The 

NEPs symmetrically divide and greatly expand the progenitor pool. Around 

E9.5, NEPs begin taking on glial characteristics and typical radial glial cell 

phenotypes; this marks the onset of neurogenesis (Kriegstein and 

Alvarez-Buylla, 2009).  
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Cell-intrinsic and extrinsic factors regulate the switch from 

symmetric self-renewing divisions to asymmetric neurogenic divisions. 

Cell intrinsic programs include increased cell cycle length and the 

expression of neural differentiation genes at the onset of neurogenesis. 

Extrinsic signaling molecules play central roles in regulating gene 

expression and timing of neurogenesis. Whether or not there is an 

intrinsic, ontogenetic timing mechanism within progenitors themselves that 

regulates the timing of neurogenesis is unknown. However, the effects of 

extrinsic signaling molecules are critical for properly regulating the pace of 

neurogenesis.  

For instance, during neurogenesis, Wnt signaling occurs in a low to 

high rostral-caudal, lateral-medial gradient opposite to the gradient of 

neurogenesis, suggesting that high levels of Wnt inhibit the progression 

from the self-renewing to neurogenic divisions (Machon et al., 2007). 

Pax6, Ngn2, Tbr2, and Meis2, all genes involved in neurogenesis, are 

upregulated, following the retreating Wnt gradient (Mutch et al., 2010, 

2009). Indeed, prolonged Wnt signaling results in decreased differentiation 

and expansion of the progenitor pool as cells preferentially re-enter the 

cell cycle, resulting ultimately in a dramatically expanded cortical surface 

area (Chenn and Walsh, 2002). Another study found that stabilizing b-

catenin delays the generation of Tbr2+ neurogenic progenitors (Wrobel et 

al., 2007).  
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As neurogenesis begins, a subpopulation of NEPs express Tis21, 

an antiproliferative gene (Tirone, 2001), that marks neurogenic, but not 

proliferative, progenitors (Haubensak et al., 2004; Iacopetti et al., 1999) 

which when overexpressed results in increased consumptive progenitor 

divisions leading to microcephaly (Iacopetti et al., 1999). Induction of the 

Tis21 protein is associated with asymmetric neurogenic divisions rather 

than symmetric self-renewing divisions (Haubensak et al., 2004). Tis21 

mRNA is synthesized during G1 (Iacopetti et al., 1999), the cell-cycle 

phase in which progenitors are particularly receptive to extrinsic cues 

(Soufi and Dalton, 2016). 

Another critical factor in determining the onset of neurogenesis is 

cell cycle length, particularly G1, which begins to increase at the onset of 

neurogenesis (Takahashi et al., 1995). To determine if cell cycle length is 

a causative mechanism for the promotion of neurogenesis, treatment of 

whole E9.5 or 10.5 embryos with Olomucine, which lengthens G1, 

resulted in premature neurogenesis with concomitant expression of Tis21 

(Calegari and Huttner, 2003). Conversely, shortening G1 by 

overexpressing Cdk4/CyclinD1 delays neurogenesis and increases self-

renewal (Lange et al., 2009; Pilaz et al., 2009).  

These examples demonstrate the confluence of intrinsic and 

extrinsic factors regulating the onset of cortical projection neuron 

generation.   
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Lineage potential and fate restriction of Radial Glial Cells 

RGCs in the dorsal telencephalon are the ultimate source of cortical 

projection neurons. They are also the source of most cortical 

oligodendrocytes, astrocytes, and some olfactory bulb interneurons 

(Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla, 2009). Diverse projection neuron subtypes 

are born in the dorsal ventricular or subventricular zone during cortical 

histogenesis and integrate into the cortical plate.   

 RGCs can give rise directly to neurons, but they mainly generate 

Tbr2+ intermediate progenitor cells that function as transit-amplifying cells 

for excitatory PNs (Hevner et al., 2006; Taverna et al., 2014). The 

generation of neurons and glia is a distinctly temporally patterned process. 

The neurons residing deepest (apically) in the cortical plate are born first, 

and neurons that occupy successively more superficial positions migrate 

past the older born neurons to their final destinations; in this way, the 

cortex develops inside-out (Figure 2) (Juric-Sekhar and Hevner, 2019; 

Kwan et al., 2012; McConnell, 1988, 1995). Once the generation of PNs 

ceases, RGCs generate multipotent intermediate progenitors, which give 

rise to astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, and olfactory bulb interneurons 

(Figure 2) (Guo et al., 2013; Kessaris et al., 2006; Kohwi et al., 2007; 

Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla, 2009; Kwan et al., 2012; Li et al., 2021; 

Ventura and Goldman, 2007; Young et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2020b).  
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Figure 2: Cortical projection neuron generation in the mouse 
cerebral cortex 
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Since the temporal progression of neurogenesis was observed, 

there has been, and remains, significant debate in the field about many 

fundamental aspects of the biology of RGCs and their contribution to 

cortical neuron fate specification. Do different populations of RGCs give 

rise to distinct neuronal subtypes? Are RGCs multipotent throughout 

cortical neurogenesis, or does their competency change at different 

developmental stages?  

In 1988, Susan McConnell published seminal work providing a 

foundation for modern views of RGC progression and competency. At the 

time, it was known that the cortex is temporally patterned, but the role of 

environmental and intrinsic mechanisms underlying this pattering was 

unknown. To determine if proliferative zone progenitors had an intrinsic 

temporal programming mechanism, McConnell challenged progenitors by 

implanting them in recipient progenitor zones at different times during 

development. Using the ferret as a model, at the peak time of upper-layer 

neurogenesis (P1 or P2), McConnell transplanted tritium-thymidine (3H-T) 

labeled germinal zone cells into the germinal zones of embryos at the 

peak time of deep-layer neurogenesis (E32). The 3H-T labeled cells in the 

adult (>4 weeks) populated upper layers only, instead of adapting to their 

environment and generating cells of all layers. McConnell then did the 

reverse experiment and transplanted E32 3H-T labeled progenitors into 

P1 or P2 host proliferative zones and found that the E32 transplanted cells 
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generated neurons of all layers instead of adapting to their environment 

and generating upper-layer neurons only. The findings implied that cells in 

the ferret progenitor zone are intrinsically multipotent at the onset of 

cortical projection neuron generation, but upper-layer restricted towards 

the end of cortical projection neuron generation. This seminal study and 

many that followed supported the idea that early cortical progenitors are 

multipotent, but lose the competency to generate early temporal fates as 

developmental time progresses (Desai and McConnell, 2000; Frantz and 

McConnell, 1996; McConnell and Kaznowski, 1991).  

 Decades later, after the advent of genetic mouse models facilitating 

lineage tracing of genetically identifiable RGC populations, the lineage 

potential of RGCs was revisited. The observation that the transcription 

factor Cux2 was specifically expressed in upper-layer neurons and in a 

subpopulation of RGCs, led to the intriguing possibility that Cux2+ RGCs 

were intrinsically fate restricted to generate upper-layer neurons (Franco 

et al., 2012). These upper-layer restricted progenitors would have been 

missed in McConnell’s transplantation experiments due to the 

heterogenous transplantation of many progenitor types (i.e., multipotent 

and upper-layer fate-restricted progenitors would have been transplanted 

together in the E32P1/2 experiment). To probe the lineage potential of 

this population of RGCs, a Cux2-CreER knock-in line was used to lineage 

trace cortical progenitors. It was found that Cux2+ RGCs were intrinsically 
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fate restricted to generate upper-layer projection neurons (Franco et al., 

2012). Work that followed contradicted these results and found that clones 

from Cux2-CreER+ RGCs consisted of projection neurons of all layers and 

both types of cortical glia (Eckler et al., 2015). Similarly, Fezf2, a 

transcription factor expressed in deep-layer neurons, was also expressed 

in RGCs, suggesting a potential marker for deep-layer restricted RGCs. 

Lineage tracing the Fezf2+ RGC population with Fezf2-CreER revealed 

that Fezf2+ RGCs are similarly multipotent (Guo et al., 2013). To further 

corroborate the multipotency of early RGCs and examine the possibility of 

fate-restricted lineages, exceedingly elegant studies utilizing Mosaic 

Analysis with Double Markers combined with Nestin-CreER or Emx1-

CreER mouse lines reinforced the notion that single RGCs are multipotent 

and progressively generate increasingly superficial layer neurons followed 

by glia (Gao et al., 2014). Additionally, rich single cell RNA sequencing 

datasets of the dorsal pallium over developmental time infer that projection 

neuron specification occurs post-mitotically and that cortical RGCs exist 

as a continuum while separation of cell-type classes occurs in newborn 

neurons, but not in progenitors, arguing against the existence of fate 

restricted RGCs (Di Bella et al., 2021).  

A recent study using an intersection/subtraction (IS) lineage tracing 

strategy examined the fates of Lhx2+Fezf2- and Lhx2+Fezf2+ RGCs and 

concluded that the Fezf2+Lhx2- progenitors give rise to callosal projection 
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neurons whereas Lhx2+Fezf2+ RGCs generate subcortical projecting 

axons, indicating two categorically distinct RGC lineages (Matho et al., 

2021). The IS reporter expresses RFP upon cre-mediated recombination 

and GFP upon Cre and FlpO mediated recombination. Lhx2-

CreER/+;Fezf2-FlpO/+;IS reporter mice were given tamoxifen at E12.5 

and examined at P30. The authors observed exclusively GFP+ axons 

innervating the thalamus (implying that the CT neurons at some point 

expressed either together or separately Lhx2 and Fezf2), while callosal 

axons were RFP+ (implying that most of the callosal neurons came from a 

lineage that expressed Lhx2 but not Fezf2). The authors concluded that at 

E12.5, Lhx2+Fezf2+ progenitors are fate restricted to generate 

corticothalamic projection neurons, while the Lhx2+Fezf2- progenitors are 

fate restricted to generate callosal projection neurons (Matho et al., 2021). 

Although an exciting premise, there are alternative interpretations 

of the data. Fezf2 is expressed at extremely low levels in RGCs. The 

following result demonstrates this: Lhx2-CreER;Ai14 and Fezf2-

CreER;Ai14 embryos were given the same dose of tamoxifen at E10.5 

and chased for 24 hours, dense RFP was seen in Lhx2-CreER;Ai14 

embryos while sparse RFP was seen in Fezf2-CreER;Ai14 embryos. The 

same experiment performed at E12.5 revealed that about 2-3x fewer 

RFP+ RGCs in Fezf2-CreER;Ai14 embryos were labeled, and when given 

tamoxifen at E13.5, RFP labeling in Fezf2-CreER;Ai14 embryos was 
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mostly restricted to postmitotic pyramidal neurons while few RGCs were 

labeled (Matho et al., 2021). This is likely not due to sparse cells 

expressing Fezf2, as Fezf2 mRNA is expressed throughout the VZ (Guo 

et al., 2013), but rather to low levels of Fezf2 and thus the resulting CreER 

protein. The Fezf2-CreER knock in line used in Matho et al. faithfully 

recapitulated Fezf2 expression in RGCs and cortical neurons. Among 

these cells, Fezf2 expression level is highest in layer 5 subcerebral and 

layer 6 corticothalamic neurons. It is expressed at low levels in RGCs. 

Because Fezf2 is expressed at exceedingly low levels in the progenitors, 

and FlpO is generally less efficient than Cre, it is feasible that many 

Lhx2+Fezf2+ progenitors at E12.5 will give rise to progeny that escape 

FlpO mediated recombination. Therefore, the presence of GFP+ axons, 

but not the RFP+ axons in the thalamus of the Lhx2-CreER/+;Fezf2-

FlpO/+;IS mice is likely due to the Flp-mediated recombination in the 

corticothalamic neurons, which express Fezf2 at a much higher level than 

the RGCs. Similarly, the presence of RFP+ axons, but not the GFP+ 

axons in the corpus callosum is likely due to the low level or absence of 

Fezf2 expression and lack of Flp-mediated recombination in the callosal 

neurons. If Lhx2+Fezf2- fate-restricted progenitors are common, then 

lineage tracing of individual Lhx2-CreER+ cells with low dose tamoxifen 

will reveal a subset of upper-layer-exclusive clones. A similar analysis with 
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MADM would be slightly more technically challenging, but serve as a 

better experiment.  

To date, no study has been able to convincingly show evidence for 

the existence of fate restricted radial glial cells. Novel single cell methods 

incorporating deep sequencing may uncover a level of unappreciated 

heterogeneity of RGCs and reveal new subtypes, which may be lineage 

restricted.  

 

Generating neuronal diversity through transcriptional regulation: 

terminal selectors, temporal transcription factors, and homeodomain 

transcription factors 

Mechanisms of cell fate specification in Drosophila and C. elegans 

have been elucidated in considerable detail. Understanding the 

mechanisms of cell fate specification in these systems provides an 

intellectual framework for thinking about cell fate specification in the 

mammalian cortex.  

In C. elegans, lineage-dependent regulatory inputs in differentiating 

neurons activate the expression of terminal selectors, which in turn 

activate a battery of effector genes to confer cell fate, and remain 

continuously expressed to maintain cell identity (Hobert and Kratsios, 

2019). Terminal selector genes have been proposed in mammals, for 
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example, Lhx2 in olfactory receptor neuron specification and maintenance, 

or Brn3a in medial habenular neurons (Hobert and Kratsios, 2019). In the 

cortex, the transcription factor Fezf2 is necessary for the specification of 

corticospinal motor neurons and has been proposed to act as a 

mammalian selector activating cortical spinal motor neuron genes (Lodato 

et al., 2014), but the findings in Chapter 2 contradict this and instead 

implicate Fezf2 to be involved exclusively in genetic repression.  

In Drosophila, temporal pattering of neural progenitors by 

sequentially expressed temporal transcription factors is a common 

mechanism in the ventral nerve cord and brain to regulate the generation 

of neuronal subtypes (Doe, 2017; Konstantinides et al., 2022). In the 

ventral nerve cord, Hunchback, Kruppel, Pdm, and Castor, are 

sequentially expressed through gene regulatory cascades. These 

temporal transcription factors are required for the temporal specification of 

ventral nerve cord progenitor cells known as neuroblasts and the proper 

temporal generation of their progeny (Pearson and Doe, 2004). 

Cell fate specification in the developing spinal cord is a well 

understood system of fate specification in the developing mammalian 

central nervous system. In the developing neural tube, Shh emanating 

from the floorplate generates a ventral to dorsal gradient complementary 

to the dorsal to ventral gradient of BMP produced by the roof plate (Martí 

et al., 1995; Roelink et al., 1995; Ericson et al., 1996; Briscoe et al., 2000). 
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The graded Shh activity modulates the expression of homeodomain 

proteins at different threshold concentrations by repressing class I 

homeodomain proteins Pax7, Dbx1, Dbx2, Irx3, and Pax6. The most 

ventral expression boarder of each class 1 homeodomain protein specifies 

the ventral boundary of each progenitor domain, while class 2 

homeodomain proteins Nkx6.1 and Nkx6.2 are induced by Shh at different 

threshold concentrations, and conversely, their most dorsal expression 

boarder specifies the dorsal boundary of each progenitor domain. The 

regulation of each homeodomain protein by graded Shh signaling 

combined with cross-repressive actions between class 1 and class 2 

homeodomain proteins creates sharply defined progenitor domains 

(Jessell, 2000). The homeodomain transcription factors Nkx2.2, Nkx2.9, 

Nkx6.1, Dbx1, and Pax7 contain an Eh1 domain which interacts with the 

Tle family of co-repressors to mediate the repressive activities needed to 

properly pattern the ventral neural tube and ultimately give rise to the 

correct neuronal subtypes (Muhr et al., 2001). The expression of the class 

1 and class 2 homeodomain transcription factors is necessary to give rise 

to the different neuronal subtypes in the spinal cord. Ectopic expression of 

homeodomain proteins within the neural tube gives rise to ectopic neural 

subtypes (Briscoe et al., 2000; Pierani et al., 2001).  

These findings highlight the central role of transcriptional regulation 

in specifying cell identity in the developing nervous system. Understanding 
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the mechanism of cell fate specification in different systems and model 

organisms provides an intellectual foundation for designing experiments to 

understand the generation of cell diversity in the cerebral cortex. 

 

Post-mitotic specification of projection neuron identities in the 

cerebral cortex 

The cortical projection neurons are broadly defined into the 

following groups: Corticothalamic (CT) projection neurons that primarily 

reside in layer 6 that project to the thalamus, subcerebral (SC) projection 

neurons in layer 5 that project to the brainstem and spinal cord, and 

Intratelencephalic (IT) neurons reside in all cortical layers. The layer 4 

neurons that receive thalamic input are IT neurons primarily projecting into 

the upper-layers. IT neurons in 2/3, 5 and 6, project locally or to the 

contralateral hemisphere (Greig et al., 2013a; Molyneaux et al., 2007; 

Zeng, 2022). Recent single cell RNAseq analysis of cortical areas has led 

to the extensive characterization of a wide variety of cortical projection 

neurons based on transcriptional identity in the mouse cerebral cortex. 

Rather than a continuum of similar cell types, differentiated neurons exist 

as distinct subtypes, and there are as many as 133 subtypes that can be 

classified based on transcriptional signatures (Tasic et al., 2018). The 

RGCs, however, exist as a continuum of cells that cannot easily be split 

into transcriptionally distinct groups (Di Bella et al., 2021). How the 
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progenitors give rise to transcriptionally distinct classes of projection 

neurons is a poorly understood and fascinating outstanding question in the 

field of developmental neuroscience.  

Several genes have been identified in mouse that specify the 

identities of broad classes of projection neurons, and many of the 

transcription factors encoded by these genes inhibit each other’s 

expression to define classes of projection neurons. For instance, in layer 6 

corticothalamic projection neurons, Tbr1, Tle4, and Sox5 inhibit high levels 

of the layer 5 subcerebral projection neuron determinant, Fezf2 (Galazo et 

al., 2022; Han et al., 2011; Kwan et al., 2008; Lai et al., 2008; McKenna et 

al., 2011; Tsyporin et al., 2021), while high levels of Fezf2 directly repress 

Tbr1 (Galazo et al., 2022). Satb2 is necessary for the development of 

cortico-cortical projection neurons that mainly reside in the upper layers, 

and it does so in part by repressing the layer 5 subcerebral neuronal 

genes (Alcamo et al., 2008; Britanova et al., 2008).  

The cell fate-determining genes including Tbr1, Sox5, Fezf2, and 

Satb2 function in newborn post-mitotic cells rather than at the level of the 

progenitor (Alcamo et al., 2008; Britanova et al., 2008; Han et al., 2011; 

Kwan et al., 2008; Lai et al., 2008; Leone et al., 2008; McKenna et al., 

2015, 2011; Molyneaux et al., 2005; Tsyporin et al., 2021), a common 

pattern in cortical cell-fate specification (Ozkan et al., 2020). These 

proteins tend to repress each other’s expression to define cell identity. 
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Unlike the homeodomain transcription factors that function by specifying 

different progenitor domains, the post-mitotic fate determinants Tbr1, 

Sox5, Fezf2, and Satb2 have no obvious effect on RGC identity, and 

instead control laminar organization through mutually repressive 

interactions in the newborn neurons.  

The focus of my thesis works aims to elucidate precise molecular 

mechanisms underlying cell fate specification of glutamatergic projection 

neurons in the developing cerebral cortex, primarily through interrogating 

the functions of Fezf2, Tle4, and Satb2.  
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Chapter 2: Transcriptional repression by FEZF2 restricts alternative 

identities of cortical projection neurons 

 
Summary: 

Projection neuron subtype identities in the cerebral cortex are 

established by expressing pan-cortical and subtype-specific effector genes 

that execute terminal differentiation programs bestowing neurons with a 

glutamatergic neuron phenotype and subtype-specific morphology, 

physiology, and axonal projections. Whether pan-cortical glutamatergic 

and subtype-specific characteristics are regulated by the same genes or 

controlled by distinct programs remains largely unknown. Here, we show 

that FEZF2 functions as a transcriptional repressor, and it regulates 

subtype-specific identities of both corticothalamic and subcerebral 

neurons by selectively repressing expression of genes inappropriate for 

each neuronal subtype. We report that TLE4, specifically expressed in 

layer 6 corticothalamic neurons, is recruited by FEZF2 to inhibit layer 5 

subcerebral neuronal genes. Together with previous studies, our results 

indicate that a cortical glutamatergic identity is specified by multiple 

parallel pathways active in progenitor cells, whereas projection neuron 

subtype-specific identity is achieved through selectively repressing genes 

associated with alternate identities in differentiating neurons. 
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Introduction 

Projection neuron subtype identities in the developing cerebral 

cortex are established by expressing pan-cortical and subtype-specific 

genes, which execute terminal differentiation programs and bestow 

neurons with a glutamatergic phenotype and subtype-specific morphology, 

physiology, and axonal projections. Whether the pan-cortical 

glutamatergic phenotype and subtype-specific characteristics are 

regulated by the same genetic program or controlled by distinct genes 

remains largely unknown. In C. elegans, expression of terminal effector 

genes is activated by terminal selector genes, which are transcription 

factors that act in differentiating neurons by binding to common cis-

Figure 3: Graphical abstract 
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regulatory elements in effector genes and activating their expression 

(Hobert and Kratsios, 2019). Whether similar mechanisms are utilized in 

developing mammalian brains is unknown, except the corticospinal motor 

neurons (CSMNs), a subset of subcerebral projection neurons specified 

by the transcriptional regulator FEZF2 (Lodato et al., 2014). 

 Although recent advances in single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-

seq) technologies have allowed classification of neurons into different 

clusters based on gene expression in individual cells (Tasic et al., 2018), 

neocortical excitatory neurons can be broadly classified into 3 major 

subtypes based on where they project axons (Leone et al., 2008). 

Corticocortical neurons, located in layers 2–6, project axons to the 

ipsilateral (intracortical) or contralateral (callosal) cortex. The subcerebral 

neurons projecting to the thalamus (corticothalamic neurons) mostly 

reside in layer 6, whereas the subcerebral neurons projecting to the 

midbrain, hindbrain, and spinal cord are confined to layer 5B (O’Leary and 

Koester, 1993). Determining the molecular mechanisms underlying the 

differentiation of these neuronal subtypes is essential for understanding 

the regulatory logic of cell fate specification in the neocortex. 

 Prior studies have identified several genes that broadly specify the 

identities of cortical projection neuron subtypes and revealed that the 

development of these subtypes depends on a network of transcription 

factors that cross-inhibit one another’s expression. The zinc-finger 
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transcription factor Fezf2 is expressed in deep-layer neurons. It promotes 

a subcerebral neuronal identity and suppresses expression of subtype-

determining genes for corticothalamic (Tbr1) and callosal (Satb2) neurons 

(B. Chen et al., 2005a; Chen et al., 2008a; J.-G. Chen et al., 2005; 

Molyneaux et al., 2005). Bcl11b, also known as Ctip2, encodes a zinc-

finger transcription factor expressed at high levels in layer 5 subcerebral 

neurons and at low levels in layer 6 corticothalamic neurons (McKenna et 

al., 2011). It regulates extension and fasciculation of subcerebral axons 

(Arlotta et al., 2005). Tbr1 and Sox5 are both expressed at high levels in 

corticothalamic projection neurons. They promote a corticothalamic 

neuronal fate and directly repress Fezf2 expression and subcerebral 

identity in layer 6 neurons (Han et al., 2011; Kwan et al., 2008; Lai et al., 

2008; McKenna et al., 2011). Satb2 was initially reported to be specifically 

expressed in callosal neurons, where it promotes a callosal neuron identity 

by repressing genes, including Bcl11b, that are essential for subcerebral 

axon development (Alcamo et al., 2008; Britanova et al., 2008). Recent 

studies have shown that Satb2 is also dynamically expressed in 

subcerebral neurons and is required for their fate specification (Leone et 

al., 2015; McKenna et al., 2015).  

 Despite the identification of these critical transcription factors, the 

molecular logic for cortical neuron subtype specification remains 

elusive. Fezf2 has been the prototypic transcription factor for studying this 
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process in subcerebral neurons. A recent study reported 

that Fezf2 directly activates the expression of genes conferring 

glutamatergic and subcerebral neuronal identity and represses genes 

associated with GABAergic and callosal neuron phenotypes, suggesting 

that, similar to C. elegans neurons (Hobert and Kratsios, 2019), the 

subtype identities of cortical excitatory neurons are specified by terminal 

selector genes (Lodato et al., 2014). However, the ability of Fezf2 to 

directly activate the expression of terminal effector genes has not been 

rigorously tested. Fezf2 is expressed in both radial glial cells (RGCs) and 

in postmitotic neurons (B. Chen et al., 2005a; Chen et al., 2008a; J.-G. 

Chen et al., 2005; Guo et al., 2013; Molyneaux et al., 2005), and it is 

unclear whether Fezf2 is required in RGCs or in newly generated neurons 

to specify a subcerebral neuronal fate. The N-terminal of the FEZF2 

protein contains an engrailed homology domain (EH1 domain), which is 

known to recruit the transducin-like enhancer of split (TLE) family 

transcriptional co-repressors (Hashimoto et al., 2000). It remains to be 

determined whether FEZF2 functions as a transcriptional repressor, an 

activator, or both during cortical development. Finally, previous studies 

and recent scRNA-seq analyses revealed that, in addition to subcerebral 

neurons, Fezf2 is expressed in corticothalamic and deep-layer callosal 

neurons (Clare et al., 2017; Molyneaux et al., 2007; Tantirigama et al., 

2016; Tasic et al., 2018). If Fezf2 is the terminal selector gene for 
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subcerebral neurons, what is the function of Fezf2 in these other neuronal 

subtypes? 

 Members of the TLE family are co-repressors that are not capable 

of binding DNA, but instead interact with diverse sequence-specific DNA-

binding transcription factors and repress transcription of downstream 

genes (Jennings and Ish-Horowicz, 2008; Turki-Judeh and Courey, 2012). 

TLE proteins critically regulate a wide range of organogenesis, including 

neurogenesis, osteogenesis, and hematopoiesis (Agarwal et al., 2015; 

Xing et al., 2018). One class of proteins that recruit TLEs are the 

homeodomain family of transcription factors, through the specific 

interaction between the EH1 motif of the homeodomain proteins and the 

WD40 repeats of the TLEs. This interaction is essential for NKX2.2, 

NKX2.9, NKX6.1, DBX2, and PAX7 to pattern the developing neural tube 

in mammals (Muhr et al., 2001). The presence of an EH1 domain in the N-

terminal of FEZF2 suggests that it may recruit TLE4 as a transcriptional 

co-repressor. Indeed, a previous study demonstrated that FEZF2 and 

TLE4 proteins in Xenopus physically interact with each other (Zhang et al., 

2014). 

 Here, we investigate how FEZF2 regulates cell fate specification of 

cortical projection neurons. We demonstrate that, instead of being a 

terminal selector gene, Fezf2 functions as a selective repressor in multiple 

neuronal subtypes to repress the expression of genes associated with 
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alternate subtypes. We show that, in corticothalamic neurons, FEZF2 and 

TLE4 co-regulate the molecular differentiation, dendritic morphology, and 

function of these neurons. Together with previous studies, our results 

suggest that distinct genetic programs act sequentially to regulate the 

differentiation of cortical projection neurons, with genes expressed in 

progenitor cells specifying the pan-cortical glutamatergic phenotype, and 

subtype-specifying transcription factors functioning in postmitotic cells to 

selectively repress the expression of genes associated with alternate 

subtype identities. 

 

Results 

Fezf2 is required in postmitotic neurons to regulate the development 

of both subcerebral and corticothalamic identities 

To determine whether Fezf2 acts in cortical RGCs or in postmitotic 

neurons to specify projection neuron subtype identities, we 

generated Fezf2 conditional knockout mice (Fezf2 cko) using 

a Fezf2Flox allele (Shim et al., 2012) and the NexCre allele (Goebbels et al., 

2006) to delete Fezf2 in postmitotic neurons. Western blot analysis using 

a C-terminal FEZF2 antibody revealed that, although FEZF2 protein was 

absent in the Fezf2−/− null mutant cortices, a faint band of full-length 

FEZF2 was detected in the NexCre Fezf2Flox/− (Fezf2 cko) cortices, 

indicating that the recombination was incomplete (Figure 4A). In addition, 
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a smaller 20-kDa band was detected in Fezf2 cko cortices, corresponding 

to the truncated C-terminal half and DNA-binding domain of FEZF2 

(Figure 4A, Figure 5A, and Figure 5B). 

 We compared cortices from Fezf2 cko mice 

to Fezf2+/− and Fezf2−/− cortices at postnatal day 0 (P0) and P7 (Figure 

4Figure 4E, and Figure 5). The Fezf2− null mutant allele contained 

a PLAP (human placenta alkaline phosphatase) knockin gene under the 

control of the endogenous Fezf2 promoter and enabled us to directly 

observe the axons from Fezf2-expressing neurons (B. Chen et al., 2005a). 

The phenotypes of Fezf2 cko and Fezf2−/− cortices were similar: (1) the 

expression of subcerebral neuronal genes, including BCL11B and 

BHLHB5, were significantly reduced in layer 5 neurons (Figure 4B and 

Figure 4D); (2) expression of corticothalamic neuron genes, such as 

TBR1, and genes expressed at high levels in the callosal neurons, such 

as SATB2, were increased in layer 5 (Figure 5C andFigure 5D), 

suggesting that subcerebral neurons adopted corticothalamic and callosal 

identities; (3) expression of corticothalamic neuronal genes, such as 

TLE4, ZFPM2 (FOG2), and FOXP2 were decreased in layer 6 neurons 

(Figure 4Figure 5EFigure 5F); (4) expression of BCL11B was increased in 

layer 6, demonstrating that the molecular distinction between subcerebral 

and corticothalamic neurons failed to be refined in these cells (Figure 

4BFigure 4D,Figure 5B, Figure 5E, and Figure 5F); (5) PLAP+ subcerebral 
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axons were significantly reduced in the pyramidal decussation (Figure 4E); 

and (6) consistent with a previous report (Diao et al., 2018), 

PLAP+ corticothalamic axons to the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus 

(dLGN) and other thalamic nuclei were severely reduced in both Fezf2 

cko and Fezf2−/− mice (Figure 4E). 

 Despite these similarities, the phenotypes of Fezf2 

cko and Fezf2−/− cortices were not identical, likely due to incomplete 

recombination in Fezf2 cko mice (Figure 4A). Specifically, Fezf2 

cko cortices contained a few BCL11B+BHLHB5+ subcerebral neurons 

(Figure 4BFigure 4D), and some PLAP+ corticospinal axons were able to 

project to the pyramidal decussation (Figure 4E). However, the similarity 

between the phenotypes of Fezf2 cko and Fezf2−/− mice indicates 

that Fezf2 is required in postmitotic neurons to regulate the molecular 

identities and axonal projections of both subcerebral and corticothalamic 

neurons. 
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Figure 4: Fezf2 functions in postmitotic neurons to specify cell 
identity 

(A) Strategy for generating the Fezf2-EnR BAC transgenic mouse line. 
(B) Western blot analysis of dissected cortices at P7. FEZF2 signal was 
normalized to GAPDH signal in each lane. n = 3 brains per genotype. 
Arrow, FEZF2 protein; empty triangles, non-specific bands. Signal 
intensities were measured using ImageStudioLite and normalized to a 
Gapdh internal loading control. Statistical significance was determined 
using one-way ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukey’s t test (∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p 
< 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.0001). Error bars represent SEM. 
(C) Immunostaining for FEZF2 on brain sections from 
P7 Fezf2+/−, Fezf2−/−, and Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR (EnR) mice. Scale bar: 
100 μm. 
(D) Immunostaining for BCL11B, SATB2, and BHLHB5 on P7 brain 
sections. Scale bar for low magnification: 500 μm. Scale bar for high 
magnification: 100 μm. 
(E–H) Quantifications of marker+ cells per 10,000 μm2 in each bin. 
Heatmaps show the mean numbers of cells per 10,000 μm2 for each bin. 
n = 3 mice per genotype, 3 sections per brain. In all graphs, error bars 
represent ± SEM. Statistical significance was determined using one-way 
ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukey’s t test (∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 
0.001; ∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001). Binning was shown in (D). 
(I) PLAP staining of brain sections of P7 Fezf2+/−, Fezf2−/−, and Fezf2−/−; 
EnR mice. The top row shows coronal cortical sections; the bottom row 
shows coronal sections at the level of pyramidal decussation. Scale bars: 
1 mm for top row; 500 μm for bottom row. White arrows, LGN; ∗pyramidal 
decussation. 
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Figure 5: The Fezf2-/- and Fezf2 cko mice show similar molecular 
defects in the cortical projection neurons 
 
(A) The recombined Fezf2Flox allele encodes a truncated FEZF2 protein 
consisting of the zinc finger DNA binding domain alone.  
(B) Immunostaining using a C-terminal FEZF2 antibody shows the 
complete absence of FEZF2 protein in the Fezf2-/- mice, and increased 
expression of the truncated FEZF2 protein in layer 6 in the Fezf2 cko 
mice.  
(C) SATB2 protein expression is increased in the deep layers of Fezf2-/- 
and Fezf2 cko cortices.  
(D) TBR1 protein expression is increased in the layer 5 of Fezf2-/- and 
Fezf2 cko cortices.  
(E-F) ZFPM2 (E) and FOXP2 (F) expression is reduced in layer 6 of Fezf2-

/- and Fezf2 cko cortices. Scale bars: 100 μm.  
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FEZF2 functions as a transcriptional repressor to specify cortical 

projection neuron subtypes 

 FEZF2 consists of an N-terminal half containing an EH1 domain 

and other sequences and a C-terminal half consisting of six C2H2-type 

zinc-finger motifs (Hashimoto et al., 2000). Zinc-finger motifs are involved 

in DNA binding, and the EH1 domain recruits TLE family transcriptional 

co-repressors. To test whether FEFZ2 functions as a transcriptional 

repressor, an activator, or both, we generated expression plasmids 

encoding a full-length FEZF2 protein, a chimeric protein consisting of the 

transcriptional repressor domain of the engrailed protein (EnR) fused with 

the DNA-binding domain of FEZF2 (pCAG-Fezf2-EnR), or a chimeric 

protein consisting of the VP16 transcription activator domain (VP16) fused 

with the DNA-binding domain of FEZF2 (pCAG-Fezf2-VP16; Figure 7A). 

We co-electroporated each plasmid with a pCAG-EGFP plasmid into the 

cortical ventricular zone of embryonic day 15.5 (E15.5) wild-type embryos 

and examined the brains at P5 (Figure 7B). In all the electroporated 

brains, GFP+ neurons were located in layers 2 and 3 and GFP+ callosal 

axons were observed. GFP+ axons were not detectable in the thalamus or 

pons of brains electroporated with the pCAG-EGFP plasmid alone or in 

brains electroporated with pFezf2-VP16 plasmids. However, both full-

length FEZF2 and FEZF2-EnR directed layer 2 and 3 neurons to project 

GFP+ axons into the thalamus and cerebral peduncle (Figure 7B). 
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 To determine whether FEZF2 functions primarily as a 

transcriptional repressor during deep-layer neuronal differentiation, we 

generated a transgenic line expressing the FEZF2-EnR chimeric protein 

using a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) (Figure 6A). This BAC 

consisted of a 200-kb region flanking the Fezf2 gene. We inserted the 

FEZF2-EnR open reading frame at the endogenous Fezf2 translation start 

site, immediately followed by a transcription termination signal. Western 

blot analysis confirmed that endogenous FEZF2 protein was not 

expressed from the Fezf2-EnR transgenic allele (Figure 6B). 

Immunostaining showed that expression of the FEZF2-EnR protein 

recapitulates that of endogenous Fezf2 (Figure 6C).  

 We then determined whether FEZF2-EnR can rescue the defects 

resulting from a loss of Fezf2 by comparing the brains of Fezf2+/−, Fezf2−/−, 

and Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR mice (Figure 6D-I, andFigure 7C-E). The 

expression patterns of subcerebral neuronal markers, such as BCL11B 

and BHLHB5 (Figure 6D, Figure 6E, and Figure 6G), were restored in 

layer 5 neurons in Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR mice. Similarly, the expression 

patterns of corticothalamic neuronal genes, such as TLE4, FOXP2, and 

ZFPM2 (Figure 7C-7E) were restored. The ectopic expression of TBR1 

(data not shown), FOSL2 (Figure 7C), and SATB2 (Figure 6DFigure 6F) in 

layer 5 was no longer detected. Furthermore, PLAP+ axons projected into 

the pyramidal decussation, the dLGN, and other thalamic nuclei in 
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the Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR mice (Figure 6I). Thus, the Fezf2-EnR allele 

rescued the defects observed in layer 5 and layer 6 neurons 

in Fezf2−/− mice, indicating that FEZF2 functions as a transcriptional 

repressor. 
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Figure 6: FEZF2 functions as a transcriptional repressor in cortical 
development 

(A) Strategy for generating the Fezf2-EnR BAC transgenic mouse line. 
(B) Western blot analysis of dissected cortices at P7. FEZF2 signal was 
normalized to GAPDH signal in each lane. n = 3 brains per genotype. 
Arrow, FEZF2 protein; empty triangles, non-specific bands. Signal 
intensities were measured using ImageStudioLite and normalized to a 
Gapdh internal loading control. Statistical significance was determined 
using one-way ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukey’s t test (∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p 
< 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.0001). Error bars represent SEM. 
(C) Immunostaining for FEZF2 on brain sections from 
P7 Fezf2+/−, Fezf2−/−, and Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR (EnR) mice. Scale bar: 
100 μm. 
(D) Immunostaining for BCL11B, SATB2, and BHLHB5 on P7 brain 
sections. Scale bar for low magnification: 500 μm. Scale bar for high 
magnification: 100 μm. 
(E–H) Quantifications of marker+ cells per 10,000 μm2 in each bin. 
Heatmaps show the mean numbers of cells per 10,000 μm2 for each bin. 
n = 3 mice per genotype, 3 sections per brain. In all graphs, error bars 
represent ± SEM. Statistical significance was determined using one-way 
ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukey’s t test (∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 
0.001; ∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001). Binning was shown in (D). 
(I) PLAP staining of brain sections of P7 Fezf2+/−, Fezf2−/−, and Fezf2−/−; 
EnR mice. The top row shows coronal cortical sections; the bottom row 
shows coronal sections at the level of pyramidal decussation. Scale bars: 
1 mm for top row; 500 μm for bottom row. White arrows, LGN; ∗pyramidal 
decussation. 
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Figure 7: FEZF2 functions as a transcriptional repressor during 
cortical development 
(A) Schematic representations of full-length FEZF2 protein, the FEZF2-
EnR chimeric protein, and the FEZF2-VP16 chimeric protein. blue: the N-
terminal half of FEZF2; purple: the 6 C2H2-type zinc finger motifs of 
FEZF2; red: the EnR transcriptional repressor domain; green: the VP16 
transcriptional activator domain.  
(B) Over-expression of full-length FEZF2, FEZF2-EnR, and FEZF2-VP16 
into layer 2/3 neurons by in utero electroporation at E15.5, and the effect 
on axonal projection was assessed at P5 using GFP immunostaining. 
GFP labeled cells and axons in three boxed areas (cortex, thalamus and 
pontine nuclei) were shown. Scale bar, 200 μm.  
(C) Immunostaining of FOXP2, BCL11B, TLE4 and FOSL2 in brains of P7  
Fezf2+/-, Fezf2-/-, and Fezf2-/-; Fezf2-EnR mice. Scale bars: low mag, 500 
μm, high mag 100 μm.  
(D-E) Quantifications of marker+ cells per 10,000 µm2 per bin. n=3 brains 
per genotype, 3 sections per brain. In all graphs, error bars represent ± 
SEM. Statistical significance was determined using one-was ANOVA 
followed by post hoc Tukey’s t-test (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001). 
Heatmaps show mean numbers of cells per 10,000µm2 for each bin. 
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Fezf2-EnR broadly rescues gene expression defects in the Fezf2-/- 

cortices 

To further investigate how FEZF2 regulates projection subtype 

identities, we performed bulk RNA-seq analysis of cortices from 

P0 Fezf2−/−, Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR, and control Fezf2+/+ mice (Figure 8 and 

Figure 11). Compared to the Fezf2+/+ mice, the expression levels of 408 

genes were mis-regulated in the Fezf2−/− cortices (p < 0.05). 140 genes 

showed reduced expression, and 268 showed increased expression. 

DAVID analysis (https://david.ncifcrf.gov) revealed that the top Gene 

Ontology (GO) terms associated with mis-regulated genes 

in Fezf2−/− cortices were extracellular region, multicellular organism 

development, collagen fibril organization, synapse, and cell junction. We 

examined the expression of these mis-regulated genes in specific 

subtypes of cortical neurons using the DeCoN dataset (Molyneaux et al., 

2015) and found that 88 of the 140 genes showing reduced expression 

in Fezf2−/− cortices were subtype specific: 34 genes were enriched in 

subcerebral neurons; 43 in corticothalamic neurons; and 11 in 

corticocortical neurons. Among the 268 genes showing increased 

expression in Fezf2−/− cortices, 125 were subtype specific: 54 were 

enriched in corticocortical neurons; 43 in corticothalamic neurons; and 28 

in subcerebral neurons (Figure 8A). Consistent with the 

immunohistochemistry results (Figure 6 and Figure 7), RNA-seq analysis 
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of the Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR cortices revealed that Fezf2-EnR broadly 

rescues these gene expression defects in the Fezf2−/− cortices (Figure 

8A).  

 We performed in situ hybridization to validate the RNA-seq 

analysis. Expressions of layer 5 subcerebral neuronal genes Ephb1, 

Tcerg1, and Ldb2 were reduced in the Fezf2−/− cortices, and their 

expressions were restored in layer 5 neurons in Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR mice 

(Figure 8B). Corticothalamic neuronal gene Wnt7b and the subplate 

neuronal gene Ctgf showed reduced expressions in the Fezf2−/− cortices; 

their expressions were rescued in the Fezf2-EnR mice (Figure 

8C). Kif26a, a gene expressed in multiple neuronal subtypes, showed 

reduced expression in Fezf2−/− cortices; its expression was restored 

in Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR mice (Figure 8C). Expression of the corticothalamic 

neuronal gene, Cryab, was increased in the Fezf2−/− cortices; its 

expression was restored in Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR mice (Figure 8C). The 

broad rescue of gene expression defects in the Fezf2−/− cortices by 

the Fezf2-EnR allele demonstrates that FEZF2 functions as a 

transcriptional repressor in specifying cortical projection neuron identities. 
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Figure 8: Genes mis-regulated in Fezf2−/− cortices were enriched in 
projection neuron subtype-specific genes 

(A) Left heatmap shows normalized gene expression levels in 
P0 Fezf2−/− (n = 4), Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR (n = 2), and control Fezf2+/+ (n = 
3) cortices. The subtype specificities for the mis-regulated genes were 
determined based on the DeCoN dataset. CPN, callosal projection 
neuronal genes; CThPN, corticothalamic neuronal genes; SCPN, layer 5 
subcerebral projection neuronal genes; mixed identity, genes expressed in 
more than one neuronal subtype; cell-type independent, genes expressed 
in all subtypes. 
(B and C) In situ hybridization and RNA-seq analyses showed reduced 
expressions for Ephb1, Tcerg1l, Ldb2, Wnt7b, Kif26a, and Ctgf and 
increased expression of Cryab in Fezf2−/− cortices, which were restored in 
the Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR mice. Bar graphs showed normalized mRNA 
expression levels detected by RNA-seq in the cortices for the 
P0 Fezf2+/+ (n = 3 mice), Fezf2−/− (n = 4 mice), and Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-
EnR (n = 2 mice) mice. Error bars represent SEM. Scale bars: 500 μm in 
(B) and 200 μm in (C). 
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TLE4 and FEZF2 are co-expressed in differentiating corticothalamic 

neurons and interact with each other 

The N-terminal region of the FEZF2 protein contains an EH1 motif, 

which can recruit the TLE family co-repressors (Muhr et al., 2001). A 

previous study reported that Xenopus FEZF2 and TLE4 proteins directly 

interact with each other (Zhang et al., 2014). Indeed, co-

immunoprecipitation experiments revealed that the mouse FEZF2 and 

TLE4 also can bind to each other (Figure 9A). To determine whether 

FEZF2 recruits TLE4 to regulate the development of deep-layer neurons, 

we performed immunostaining using antibodies against FEZF2 and TLE4, 

which showed that the two proteins were co-expressed in layer 6 neurons 

(Figure 9B). 

 To identify the neuronal subtype that expresses TLE4, we 

performed retrograde tracing by injecting fluorescence-conjugated cholera 

toxin beta subunit (CTB) into the thalamus, pyramidal decussation, or 

contralateral cortex (Figure 9C). More than 99% of retrogradely labeled 

corticothalamic neurons expressed TLE4, whereas labeled subcerebral 

neurons and callosal neurons did not (<1%). Thus, TLE4 is specifically 

expressed in corticothalamic neurons. 
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Figure 9: TLE4 and FEZF2 can bind to each other and are co-
expressed in the corticothalamic neurons 

(A) Co-immunoprecipitation experiment showed that mouse FEZF2 and 
TLE4 proteins can bind each other. E, elution; FT, flow through; In, input. 
The bands around 50 KD are FEZF2-HIS-MYC; the bands around 75 KD 
are TLE4-FLAG-MYC. 
(B) Immunostaining for TLE4 and FEZF2 on brain sections from E14.5, 
E16.5, and P0 in wild-type mice. Low-mag single z-plane image scale bar: 
50 μm; high-mag maximum z-projection image scale bar: 10 μm. 
(C) Combined retrograde tracing and immunostaining show that TLE4 is 
expressed in >99% of retrogradely labeled corticothalamic neurons in M1 
(1,034 TLE4+CTB+ among 1,050 CTB+ cells), 0% of the traced subcerebral 
projection neurons (930 cells), and 0.1% of the callosal projection neurons 
(2 TLE4+CTB+ among 1,783 CTB+ cells). n = 3 mice for each injection 
location and 3 sections per brain were quantified. Low-mag scale bars: 
1,000 μm. Scale bars in the second column from the right: 100 μm. Scale 
bars in the rightmost column: 20 μm. 
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Corticothalamic axons developed normally in the Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice 

To test the function of Tle4 in the specification and differentiation of 

corticothalamic neurons, we generated a Tle4 mutant allele (Tle4LacZ) by 

inserting a BGal-ires-Plap cassette into the 4th intron of the Tle4 gene 

(Figure 11A). The BGAL and PLAP reporters enabled us to label the cell 

bodies and axons of Tle4 heterozygous and mutant neurons (Figure 11B 

Figure 11D). In Tle4+/LacZ brains, BGAL expression recapitulated the 

endogenous pattern of TLE4 expression (Figure 11B). Immunostaining 

revealed that TLE4 protein was not present in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice (Figure 

11C). In both Tle4+/LacZ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice, PLAP+ axons extended from 

cortex to the thalamus, with no obvious difference between control and 

mutant brains (Figure 11D). We performed anterograde tracing by 

injecting adeno-associated virus (AAV)-mcherry virus into the primary 

motor cortex (M1), primary somatosensory cortex (S1), and primary visual 

cortex (V1) cortical areas, which confirmed that corticothalamic axons 

developed normally in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice (Figure 11E; data not shown). 

 

Molecular differentiation of corticothalamic neurons is defective in 

Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice 

We performed RNA-seq analysis of control and Tle4LacZ/LacZ P0 cortices 

(n = 3 mice for each genotype). 428 genes were mis-regulated in 

the Tle4LacZ/LacZ cortices (p < 0.05; Student’s t test). Using the DeCoN 
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dataset (Molyneaux et al., 2015), we examined the neuronal subtype-

specific expression of all mis-regulated genes. Among the 228 genes with 

reduced expression, 11 were associated with corticocortical neurons, 56 

were specifically expressed in corticothalamic neurons, and 24 in 

subcerebral neurons. Among the 200 upregulated genes, 14 were 

associated with corticocortical neurons, 45 were enriched in subcerebral 

neurons, and 14 in corticothalamic neurons (Figure 10A). 

 We performed immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization to 

validate the RNA-seq results. Consistent with the normal corticothalamic 

axons observed in Tle4LacZ/LacZ brains, the expression of TBR1 and SOX5, 

two genes essential for specifying a corticothalamic neuron identity, were 

not significantly affected (Figure 12A andFigure 12B). However, the 

number of BGAL+ neurons was significantly reduced in layer 5 and layer 

6a in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice (Figure 10B). Expression of other layer 6 neuron 

markers, such as ZFPM2 (Figure 10B) and FOXP2 (Figure 12C), was also 

significantly reduced. High expression levels of FEZF2, BCL11B, 

BHLHB5, Ldb2, and Tcerg1l are normally associated with layer 5 

subcerebral neurons, but in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice, their expression was 

significantly increased in layer 6 (Figure 10C,Figure 10D, Figure 

16A,Figure 16B). 

 The reduced numbers of BGAL+, ZFPM2+, and FOXP2+ cells 

in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice could be due to reduced neuronal production, 
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increased cell death, or defective molecular differentiation, while the 

increased numbers of cells expressing BCL11B, FEZF2, and other 

subcerebral neuron markers in layer 6 could be due to a migration defect 

of layer 5 neurons or the mis-regulation of these genes in layer 6 neurons. 

To ascertain whether the production or migration of layer 5 and 6 neurons 

was affected in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice, we performed birthdating experiments 

by injecting EdU into pregnant mice on E12.5 or E13.5 and analyzing the 

brains of Tle4LacZ/LacZ and littermate control mice at P7. For both labeling 

dates, we saw no significant change in the number or distribution of 

EdU+ cells in the deep layers of Tle4LacZ/LacZ cortices (Figure 13A 

andFigure 13B). We then stained sections from control 

and Tle4LacZ/LacZ cortices at E14, P0, and P7 with an antibody against 

activated caspase 3 (AC3) and observed no significant difference in the 

numbers of AC3+ cells between genotypes at any age (Figure 13). 

 Together, these results indicate that, in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice, 

corticothalamic neurons were generated in appropriate numbers, migrated 

to their normal laminar destinations, and projected axons to the thalamus. 

However, the molecular differentiation of these neurons was impaired, 

resulting in the expression of genes normally associated with layer 5 

subcerebral neurons. 
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Figure 10: Molecular differentiation of corticothalamic neurons was 
defective in Tle4LacZ/LacZ brains 

(A) Heatmap showing normalized gene expression levels in 
the Tle4+/+ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ cortices. The subtype specificities for the mis-
regulated genes were determined based on the DeCoN dataset. 
(B) Immunostaining of TLE4 or B-GAL and ZFPM2 in the P7 brains and 
quantifications of the numbers of TLE4+ or B-GAL+ and ZFPM2+ cells by 
bin and total cell counts. 
(C) Immunostaining of TLE4 or B-GAL, BCL11B, and FEZF2 in the P7 
brains and quantifications of the FEZF2+ and BCL11B+FEZF2+ cells by bin 
and total cell counts. 
(D) Immunostaining of TLE4 or B-GAL, BCL11B, and BHLHB5 in the P7 
brains and quantifications of the BCL11B+BHLHB5+ cells n = 3 brains per 
genotype, 3 sections per brain. Quantifications of marker+ cells per 
10,000 μm2 in each bin are shown. In all graphs, error bars represent ± 
SEM. Statistical significance was determined using the unpaired Student’s 
t test (∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 0.001). Scale bars: low-mag, 500 μm; 
high-mag, 100 μm. 
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Figure 11: Corticothalamic neurons project axons properly into the 
thalamus of Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice 

(A) Knockout strategy for Tle4. The SA-B-Gal-ires-Plap cassette was 
inserted into the intron after exon 4. SA: splicing acceptor; B-Gal: -
galactosidase; ires: internal ribosome entry site; Plap: human placental 
alkaline phosphatase; NLS: nuclear localization signal.  
(B) Immunostaining showed that B-GAL recapitulates TLE4 expression 
pattern in the Tle4+/LacZ mice. Scale bar: 100 µm. 
(C) TLE4 protein is not detected by immunostaining in the Tle4LacZ/LacZ 
mice Scale bar: 100µm. 
(D) PLAP staining of P7 Tle4+/LacZ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice. arrows: corpus 
callosum; arrowheads: thalamus; *: pyramidal decussation. Scale bars for 
all images in (D): 500 μm. AC: anterior commissure; ctx: cerebral cortex, 
CC: corpus callosum, str: striatum, sp: septum, hp: hippocampus; hy: 
hypothalamus; th: thalamus.  
(E) AAV-mCherry was injected into the primary somatosensory cortex in 
the Tle4+/LacZ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice at P21, and brains were collected at 
P35. Eight consecutive 50-μm sections (I-VIII) are shown. Scale bar: 
1mm.  
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Figure 12: The numbers of TBR1+ and SOX5+ layer 6 neurons were 
not affected in Tle4LacZ/LacZ cortices, while the number of FOXP2+ cells 
was reduced 

(A) TBR1 staining, quantification by bin and the total numbers of TBR1+ 
cells in Tle4+/LacZ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ cortices. 
(B) SOX5 staining, quantification by bin and the total numbers of SOX5+ 
cells in Tle4+/LacZ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ cortices. 
(C) FOXP2 staining, quantification by bin and the total numbers of 
FOXP2+ cells in Tle4+/LacZ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ cortices. n=3 brains per 
genotype, 3 sections per brain. In all graphs, error bars represent ± SEM. 
Scale bars: low mag, 500 μm, high mag 100 μm.  
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Figure 13: EdU birthdating and apoptosis analysis of the Tle4+/LacZ 
and Tle4LacZ/LacZ cortices 

(A) EdU was given at E12.5, and brains were analyzed at P7. 
Quantifications show the %EdU+ cells per bin, and EdU+ cells per 750 μm 
wide section.  
(B) EdU was given at E13.5, brains were analyzed at P7. Quantifications 
show the %EdU+ cells per bin, and total numbers of EdU+ cells per 500 
μm wide section.  
(C) Quantifications of AC3+ cells per section at E14.5, P0 and P7. n=3 
mice per genotype and 3 sections per brain. Statistical significance for 
quantifications in (A-C) were determined using the unpaired student’s t-
test (*p<0.05, **p<0.01). Scale bars: low mag, 500 μm, high mag 100 μm.  
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Morphological and electrophysiological defects of corticothalamic 

neurons in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice 

 We next investigated whether Tle4 is required for the morphological 

and functional differentiation of corticothalamic neurons. We injected 

retrobeads into the ventral posteromedial nucleus (VPM) of the thalamus 

(Landisman and Connors, 2007) of Tle4+/+ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice (P27–

P35) and performed whole-cell patch-clamp recordings and morphological 

analyses on labeled corticothalamic neurons in S1 (Figure 14A and Figure 

14B). Sholl analysis on reconstructed dendritic arbors revealed a 

significant reduction in the branching (F(2,286) = 3.4; p = 0.034) and length 

(F(2,253) = 7.3; p = 0.0009) of dendrites in mutant mice (Figure 14C). 

Mutant corticothalamic neurons also show significantly increased spine 

density, decreased spine head diameter, and increased spine length 

(Figure 14D). 

 Patch-clamp recordings revealed that corticothalamic neurons 

in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice exhibited increased excitability, as demonstrated by 

an increased number of action potentials (APs) firing in response to 

current steps (Figure 14E; F(1,110) = 38.9; p < 0.001); however, the AP 

threshold was unaffected (Figure 14F). Mutant corticothalamic neurons 

showed an increased membrane resistance and decreased membrane 

capacitance (Figure 14G; p < 0.05 for both). The amplitude (p = 0.02; 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) and frequency (t31 = 2.7; p = 0.011) of miniature 
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excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSC) were reduced 

in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice compared to wild-type mice (Figure 14H), but no 

significant change in the amplitude or frequency of miniature inhibitory 

postsynaptic currents (mIPSC) was observed (Figure 14I). These results 

collectively indicate that Tle4 is critical for the morphological development 

and function of corticothalamic neurons in somatosensory cortex. 
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Figure 14: Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice show disrupted morphological and 
electrophysiological properties in corticothalamic neurons in S1, 
which were rescued by the Fezf2-EnR allele 

(A) Schematic illustration of retrobeads injection into VPM of thalamus and 
preparation of S1 slices for patch-clamp recording. 
(B) A brightfield image overlaid with bead+ layer 6 corticothalamic neurons 
(arrowhead). Scale bars: 1 mm top image; 100 μm middle images. An 
enlarged view shows a beads+ corticothalamic neuron and its morphology 
(white arrow) revealed by biocytin-avidin-Alexa 488. Scale bar: 20 μm. 
Right: two examples of representative dendritic arbors reconstructed from 
the beads+ corticothalamic neurons in a Tle4+/+ and a Tle4LacZ/LacZ mouse. 
(C) Sholl analysis on the dendritic intersection numbers and dendritic 
length. Left panel shows a significant difference among the genotypes (F(2, 

297) = 21.7; p < 0.0001. Tukey’s multiple comparison tests: 
between Tle4+/+ [n = 4 mice, 9 cells] and Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice [n = 5 mice, 11 
cells], p < 0.0001; between Tle4+/+ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR [n = 4 
mice, 10 cells] mice, p = 0.96. ∗∗∗p < 0.001, 
between Tle4+/+ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice, Sidak’s multiple comparison test). 
Right panel shows dendritic length distribution. Genotype has a significant 
effect (F(2, 253) = 7.54; p = 0.0007. Tukey’s multiple comparisons test: 
between Tle4+/+ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ, p = 0.0006; 
between Tle4+/+ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR, p = 0.42. ∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001, 
between Tle4+/+ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ, Sidak’s multiple comparison test). 
(D) Representative images of dendritic spines and their 3D projection 
images. Compared to the Tle4+/+ neurons (n = 4 mice, 12 cells, 20 spine 
lengths, 184 spine diameters), there was a significant increase in spine 
density (∗∗p = 0.007; one way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison) 
and spine length (∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001; Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s 
multiple comparison test) and a significant decrease in spine head 
diameter (∗∗p < 0.0013) for the Tle4LacZ/LacZ corticothalamic neurons (n = 4 
mice, 11 cells, 209 spine lengths, 194 spine diameters). No significant 
difference in spine density, spine length, or spine head diameter was 
detected between the corticothalamic neurons 
in Tle4+/+ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR mice (n = 4 mice, 10 cells, 177 
spine lengths, 192 spine diameters). Scale bars: 10 μm top image; 2 μm 
lower image. 
between Tle4+/+ (n = 5 mice, 15 cells; ∗p = 0.015; Dunn’s multiple 
comparison following Kruskal-Wallis test) was restored by the Fezf2-
EnR allele (n = 4 mice, 13 cells; between Tle4+/+ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-
EnR: p = 0.99; Dunn’s multiple comparison test). 
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  (E) Representative action potential firing responses from 
a Tle4+/+, Tle4LacZ/LacZ, and a Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR corticothalamic 
neuron. Genotype has a significant effect on the current-AP responses 
(F(2, 165) = 24.1; p < 0.0001). Compared to Tle4+/+ neurons (n = 5 mice, 
18 cells), Tle4LacZ/LacZ neurons (n = 6 mice, 12 cells) show increased 
firing in response to depolarizing current steps (p < 0.0001; Dunnett’s 
multiple comparison), which was reversed in Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-
EnR mice (n = 5 mice, 13 cells; p = 0.14). 
(F) AP threshold did not differ between Tle4+/+ (n = 5 mice, 18 
cells), Tle4LacZ/LacZ (n = 6 mice, 12 cells), or Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-
EnR neurons (n = 5 mice, 13 cells; F(2,32) = 2.5; p = 0.09; one-way 
ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparison). 
(G) Genotype has a significant effect on membrane input resistance 
(F(2,30) = 10.8; p = 0.0003; one-way ANOVA). Tle4LacZ/LacZ neurons (n = 
5 mice, 11 cells) show increased input resistance compared 
to Tle4+/+ neurons (n = 5 mice, 12 cells; p = 0.0003; Dunnett’s multiple 
comparison test), which was rescued in Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR (n = 4 
mice, 11 cells) mice (p = 0.87). Genotype has a significant effect on 
membrane capacitance (F(2,33) = 28.0; p < 0.0001). Compared 
to Tle4+/+ neurons (n = 5 mice, 12 cells), Tle4LacZ/LacZ neurons (n = 5 
mice, 11 cells) show decreased membrane capacitance (p = 0.0003; 
Dunnett’s multiple comparison test), which was rescued 
in Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR mice (n = 4 mice, 13 cells; 
between Tle4+/+ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR: p = 0.52). 
(H) Left: representative mEPSC traces from Tle4+/+, Tle4LacZ/LacZ, 
and Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR neurons. Right: cumulative plot on mEPSC 
amplitude is shown. Between Tle4+/+ (n = 5 mice, 8 cells, 1,135 
measurements) and Tle4LacZ/LacZ (n = 5 mice, 6 cells, 1,069 
measurements), ∗p < 0.02, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; 
between Tle4LacZ/LacZ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR (n = 4 mice, 9 cells, 
1,158 measurements), p = 0.57. Inset: a significant decrease in 
mEPSC frequency in Tle4LacZ/LacZ neurons (n = 5 mice, 18 cells) 
between Tle4+/+ (n = 5 mice, 15 cells; ∗p = 0.015; Dunn’s multiple 
comparison following Kruskal-Wallis test) was restored by the Fezf2-
EnR allele (n = 4 mice, 13 cells; between Tle4+/+ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ; 
Fezf2-EnR: p = 0.99; Dunn’s multiple comparison test). 
(I) No significant change in mIPSC amplitude and frequency was 
observed between Tle4+/+ (n = 5 mice, 14 cells) 
and Tle4LacZ/LacZ neurons (n = 5 mice, 13 cells; cumulative amplitude: 
p = 0.43; frequency: p = 0.17. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Note that 
the Tle4LacZ allele was labeled as Tle4− in the figure to prevent 
crowding. 
All error bars represent ± SEM. 
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Expression of FEZF2-EnR rescued the molecular, morphological, and 

functional defects of layer 6 neurons in Tle4LacZ/LacZ cortices 

 The co-expression of FEZF2 and TLE4 in corticothalamic neurons 

suggests that they function together in regulating the development of 

these neurons. To test this, we generated Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR mice 

and compared them to Tle4+/+ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice. The number of B-

GAL+ cells in Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR mice was restored to the number of 

TLE4+ cells seen in Tle4+/+ mice (Figure 15A andFigure 15B). The 

expression of genes normally enriched in subcerebral neurons, such as 

BCL11B, BHLHB5, Tcerg1l, and Ldb2, was no longer increased in layer 6 

neurons in Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR mice (Figure 15AFigure 15C-F,Figure 

16AFigure 16B). However, expression of corticothalamic neuron genes, 

including ZFPM2 and FOXP2, and the subplate gene Ctgf, was not 

restored (Figure 16CFigure 16F; data not shown). These results show that 

FEZF2 and TLE4 function together to prevent the high-level expression of 

subcerebral neuronal genes in corticothalamic neurons. They also suggest 

that, besides serving as a transcriptional co-repressor for FEZF2, TLE4 

has additional functions in regulating the molecular differentiation of 

corticothalamic neurons. 

 We next compared the dendritic morphology and function of 

corticothalamic neurons in Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR mice to Tle4+/+ mice 

(Figure 14). Sholl analysis revealed that Fezf2-EnR rescued the 
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decreased dendritic branching (p = 0.96) and length (p = 0.42) observed 

in Tle4LacZ/LacZ corticothalamic neurons (Figure 14C). The changes in spine 

density (p = 0.88), spine head diameter (p = 0.98), and spine length (p = 

0.99) were also reversed (Figure 14D). Patch-clamp experiments showed 

that the Fezf2-EnR allele normalized the increased neuronal excitability 

associated with Tle4LacZ/LacZ neurons (Figure 14E). Corticothalamic 

neurons in Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR and wild-type mice showed similar 

membrane resistance (p = 0.53), capacitance (p = 0.87; Figure 14G), and 

mEPSC amplitude cumulative distribution and frequency (Figure 14H). 

These data suggest that FEZF2 and TLE4 together regulate the 

morphological and functional differentiation of corticothalamic projection 

neurons. 
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Figure 15: FEZF2-EnR represses the increased expression of 
subcerebral neuronal genes in the corticothalamic neurons in the 
Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice 

(A) Immunostaining of TLE4 or B-GAL, BCL11B, and BHLHB5 in the 
cortices of P7 Tle4+/+, Tle4LacZ/LacZ, and Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR mice. 
Scale bar: 100 μm. 
(B) Quantifications of TLE4+ cells in the Tle4+/+ cortices and the B-
GAL+ cells in Tle4LacZ/LacZ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR cortices. 
(C) Quantifications of the numbers of BCL11B+BHLHB5+ cells. 
(D) Immunostaining of TLE4, B-GAL, BCL11B, and FEZF2 in the cortices 
of P7 Tle4+/+, Tle4LacZ/LacZ, and Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR mice. Scale bar: 
100 μm. 
(E) Quantifications of the FEZF2+ cells by bin. 
(F) Quantifications of the numbers of FEZF2+BCL11B+ cells. n = 3 brains 
per genotype, 3 sections per brain. 
In all graphs, error bars represent ± SEM. Statistical significance was 
determined using one-way ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukey’s t test 
(∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.01; ∗∗∗p < 0.001). 
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Figure 16: Increased expression of layer 5 subcerebral neuronal 
markers Tcerb1l and Ldb2 were rescued, but reduced expression of 
layer 6 neuronal markers ZFPM2 and FOXP2 were not rescued in the 
Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice by the Fezf2-EnR allele 

(A-B) In situ hybridization showed increased expressions for Tcerg1l and 
Ldb2 in the Tle4LacZ/LacZ cortices, which were rescued in the 
Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR mice. Scale bars: 100µm. 
(C) Immunostaining for TLE4, B-GAL, and ZFPM2 in the cortices of P7 
Tle4+/+, Tle4LacZ/LacZ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR mice. Scale bars: 100µm. 
(D) Immunostaining for TLE4, B-GAL and FOXP2. Scale bars: 100 μm.  
(E) Quantifications of the ZFPM2+ cells by bin.  
(F) Quantifications of the FOXP2+ cells by bin. n=3 brains per genotype, 3 
sections per brain. Quantifications of marker+ cells per 10,000 μm2 in 
each bin. In all graphs, error bars represent ± SEM. Statistical significance 
was determined using the unpaired student’s t-test (*p<0.05, **p<0.01, 
***p<0.001).  
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Discussion 

Deciphering the molecular logic for establishing neuronal subtype 

identities in the developing cerebral cortex is fundamental for 

understanding how neuronal diversity is established in the mammalian 

brain. In this study, we examined the molecular control of two broad 

classes of cortical projection neurons—the corticothalamic and the layer 5 

subcerebral projection neurons—by focusing on the function of FEFZ2.  

Prior studies demonstrated that FEFZ2 is a master regulator for 

CSMNs, a subpopulation of layer 5 subcerebral neurons. In Fezf2−/− mice, 

layer 5 subcerebral neurons were absent, and instead, the mutant layer 5b 

neurons demonstrated the molecular features and axonal projection 

patterns of corticothalamic or corticocortical neuron subtypes (B. Chen et 

al., 2005a; Chen et al., 2008a; Molyneaux et al., 2005). Complementing 

these studies, ectopic expression of Fezf2 in late cortical progenitors or 

upper-layer neurons or in the progenitors of the lateral ganglionic 

eminence led to the differentiation of neurons with gene expression and 

axon projections associated with corticothalamic or subcerebral neurons 

(J.-G. Chen et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2008a; De la Rossa et al., 2013; 

Lodato et al., 2014; Molyneaux et al., 2005; Rouaux and Arlotta, 2010, 

2013), suggesting that FEZF2 functions as a selector gene for subcerebral 

neurons. To test this, Lodato et al., 2014 performed gene expression 

analyses of cortical progenitors and neurons that overexpressed FEZF2 
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and chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) analysis of 

neurospheres that overexpressed FEZF2-FLAG. Results from these 

experiments led the authors to conclude that FEZF2 functions as both a 

transcriptional activator and a repressor. They suggested that FEZF2 

directly induces CSMN glutamatergic identity by activating expression of 

genes including Vglut1 (Slc17a7) and that it inhibits a GABAergic fate by 

repressing the transcription of genes such as Gad1 (Lodato et al., 2014). 

They further reported that FEZF2 directly activates CSMN-specific genes 

by binding to their proximal promoters and represses genes expressed in 

corticocortical projection neurons (Lodato et al., 2014). 

 Here, we directly tested whether FEZF2 functions as a 

transcriptional activator, a repressor, or both by comparing the activities of 

full-length FEZF2, FEZF2-EnR, and FEZF2-VP16 chimeric proteins using 

two different assays. Results from both overexpression and rescue 

experiments showed that FEZF2-EnR recapitulated the activity of full-

length FEZF2 protein, while the FEZF2-VP16 was less relevant in our 

assays. Thus, in contrast to prior work, our studies demonstrate that 

FEZF2 functions primarily as a transcriptional repressor, in context of the 

formation of the corticospinal tract and neuronal identity. It is not clear why 

our results differ so markedly from those of Lodato et al., 2014, although it 

seems possible that ChIP-seq experiments may have overestimated the 
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binding sites for FEZF2 in normal cortical neurons (Jain et al., 2015; 

Teytelman et al., 2013). 

 FEZF2 is required for establishing the molecular identity and axonal 

projections of both subcerebral and corticothalamic neurons. In the 

absence of Fezf2, subcerebral neurons exhibit molecular features and 

axonal projection patterns associated with corticothalamic or 

corticocortical neuron subtypes (B. Chen et al., 2005a; Chen et al., 2008a; 

McKenna et al., 2011). Previous reports (Diao et al., 2018; Komuta et al., 

2007) and our current study show that, in Fezf2−/− mice, corticothalamic 

neurons also exhibit defects in gene expression and axonal projections. 

We found that Fezf2 cko corticothalamic neurons showed increased 

expression of certain subcerebral neuronal genes, such as BCL11B and 

the truncated FEZF2, indicating that corticothalamic neurons partially 

assume the molecular identity of subcerebral neurons in the absence 

of Fezf2 function. Together, these results suggest that FEZF2 inhibits the 

expression of distinct and specific target genes in subcerebral neurons 

and in corticothalamic neurons, and by doing so, FEZF2 prevents each 

class of neurons from adopting an alternate neuronal subtype identity. 

Consistent with this, the Fezf2-EnR allele rescued the molecular identities 

and axonal projections of both the subcerebral and corticothalamic 

subtypes in Fezf2−/− mice. 
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 How does FEZF2 function as a transcriptional repressor? One 

possibility is that FEZF2 binds to an enhancer or promoter sequence and 

physically prevents the binding of a transcriptional activator. Another 

possibility is that the binding of FEZF2 to an enhancer or promoter recruits 

additional transcriptional co-repressor(s), and together they actively 

repress gene expression. In Nex-Cre; Fezf2Flox/− mice, a truncated FEZF2 

protein consisting of just the DNA binding domain was expressed, yet in 

these mice, subcerebral and corticothalamic neurons and their axons 

showed similar defects as in Fezf2−/− null mutant mice (Figure 4Figure 5). 

This result indicates that the N-terminal half of the FEZF2 protein is 

essential for its transcriptional repressor function, likely by recruiting 

transcriptional co-repressors, and that FEZF2 is unlikely to repress gene 

expression simply by blocking the binding of a transcriptional activator. 

 Indeed, FEZF2 contains an EH1 motif, which can recruit TLE family 

transcription co-repressors (Hashimoto et al., 2000). The co-expression of 

FEZF2 and TLE4 in corticothalamic neurons suggests that TLE4 may be 

one of its co-repressors. Similar to Fezf2−/− mice, corticothalamic neurons 

in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice showed increased expression of genes associated 

with subcerebral neurons, indicating that TLE4 is involved in refining the 

molecular identity of corticothalamic neurons by preventing high-level 

expression of some subcerebral neuronal genes. We found that 

the FEZF2-EnR allele, which does not depend on TLE family transcription 
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co-repressors for its function, prevented the high expression levels of 

subcerebral neuronal genes and restored the functional properties of 

corticothalamic neurons in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice. These results support the 

conclusion that FEZF2 and TLE4 together repress the expression of 

FEZF2, BCL11B, and BHLHB5 in corticothalamic neurons. However, the 

reduced expression of corticothalamic neuronal genes, such as FOG2 and 

FOXP2 in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice, was not rescued by the Fezf2-EnR allele. 

Furthermore, although corticothalamic axons to the dLGN were missing 

in Fezf2−/− mice, they were present in Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice. Thus, although 

FEZF2 and TLE4 together refine the molecular differentiation and function 

of corticothalamic neurons, each plays additional independent roles. The 

identity of possible co-repressor(s) for FEZF2 in subcerebral neurons 

remains unknown. 

 Recent progress and our current study show that the subtype 

identity of a cortical projection neuron is specified in the postmitotic stage. 

Multiple transcription factors, including Tbr1 (Han et al., 2011; McKenna et 

al., 2011), Sox5 (Kwan et al., 2008; Lai et al., 2008), Fezf2 (B. Chen et al., 

2005a; Chen et al., 2008a; J.-G. Chen et al., 2005; Molyneaux et al., 

2005), and the chromatin remodeling protein Satb2 (Alcamo et al., 2008; 

Britanova et al., 2008; Leone et al., 2015; McKenna et al., 2015), are 

essential for specifying cortical projection neuron subtype identities. A 

common phenotype of mice with mutations in these genes is that the 
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affected neuronal subtypes exhibit gene expression profiles and axonal 

projection patterns associated with alternate neuronal subtypes. This 

suggests that TBR1, SOX5, and SATB2 likely also function as selective 

repressors in their respective neuronal subtypes to inhibit expression of 

genes associated with alternate identities. In the future, it will be important 

to test whether these proteins act as transcriptional repressors, activators, 

or both in the context of cortical projection neuron subtype specification. 

Another common feature shared by the Tbr1, Sox5, and Satb2 genes is 

that all are expressed in postmitotic neurons. Although Fezf2 is expressed 

by both cortical RGCs and deep-layer neurons, our results indicate that it 

is required in postmitotic neurons for specifying cortical neuron subtype 

identities. These results suggest that projection neuron subtype-specific 

features are established through repressing genes associated with 

alternate subtype identities during postmitotic neuronal differentiation. 

 Although different subtypes of cortical projection neurons have 

distinct morphologies, axonal projection patterns, and molecular profiles, 

they share a common cortical regional identity and use glutamate as an 

excitatory neurotransmitter. A fundamental question in brain development 

is whether a single genetic program specifies both the pan-cortical 

excitatory neuron identity and the subtype-specific identity of a cortical 

projection neuron or these features are specified by distinct genetic 

programs. Projection neuron subtype identities are mis-specified 
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in Fezf2−/−, Tbr1−/−, Sox5−/−, and Satb2−/− mice, but mutant cortical neurons 

maintain their glutamatergic identity and fail to acquire molecular features 

associated with GABAergic neurons. Thus, these subtype identity genes 

are not required for the adoption of a pan-cortical glutamatergic identity.  

 A different set of transcription factors, expressed in the RGCs 

and/or intermediate progenitors, including Pax6, Tlx, Dmrt5, Dmrt3, Emx2, 

Ngn1, and Ngn2, are essential for establishing the regional and 

glutamatergic identities of cortical projection neurons (Desmaris et al., 

2018; Konno et al., 2019; Kroll and O’Leary, 2005; Schuurmans et al., 

2004). Based on our results and previous studies, we propose that the 

common versus unique characteristics of cortical projection neuron 

subtypes are specified sequentially during development. At early stages of 

corticogenesis, transcription factors expressed in cortical RGCs and/or 

intermediate progenitors (including Pax6, Tlx, Dmrt5, Dmrt3, Emx2, Ngn1, 

and Ngn2) act in parallel pathways to ensure the generation of cortical 

glutamatergic projection neurons and prevent the production of ventral 

GABAergic neurons (Desmaris et al., 2018; Konno et al., 2019; Kroll and 

O’Leary, 2005; Schuurmans et al., 2004). As postmitotic cortical neurons 

begin to migrate and differentiate, genes such as Fezf2, Tbr1, Sox5, 

and Satb2 repress the expression of genes associated with alternate 

neuronal subtype identities to establish specific subtype-specific identities. 

In the future, it will be necessary to rigorously test whether the proteins 
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encoded by these genes function as transcriptional repressors or 

activators during development and to determine how the expression of 

neuronal subtype identity genes is initially activated. Answers to these 

questions will be invaluable for designing novel and efficient strategies for 

using directed differentiation or trans-differentiation methods to repair 

damaged brain circuits in disease and injury. 

 
Table 1: Key Resources Table 

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 
Antibodies 

Chicken anti-GFP polyclonal  Aves Labs GFP-1020 
Rat anti-BCL11B monoclonal  Abcam ab18465 
Rabbit anti-TBR1 polyclonal  Abcam ab31940 
Rabbit anti-SOX5 polyclonal  Abcam ab94396 
Rabbit anti-FEZF2 polyclonal  IBL F441 
Mouse anti-TLE4 monoclonal  Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc-365406 
Rabbit anti-FOXP2 polyclonal Abcam ab16046 
Rabbit anti-ZFPM2 polyclonal  Santa Cruz Biotechnology M-247 
Chicken anti-B-GAL 
polyclonal  

Abcam ab9361 

Rabbit anti-Activated 
Caspase 3 polyclonal  

Cell Signaling Technology #9661 

Goat anti-BHLHB5 polyclonal Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc-6045 
Rabbit anti-SATB2 polyclonal  Abcam ab34735 
Rabbit anti-Fosl2 polyclonal  Sigma HPA004817 
Mouse anti-GAPDH 
monoclonal 

Covance MMS-508S 

Donkey anti-Chicken Alexa 
Fluor 488 

Jackson ImmunoResearch 
Labs 

703-545-155 

Donkey anti-Mouse Alexa 
Fluor 488 

Invitrogen R37114 

Donkey anti-Rabbit Alexa 
Fluor 488 

Invitrogen A-21206 

Donkey anti-Goat Alexa Fluor 
488 

Invitrogen A-11055 

Donkey anti-Rat Alexa Fluor 
488 

Invitrogen A-21208 

Goat anti-Chicken Alexa 
Fluor 546 

Invitrogen A-11040 

Donkey anti-Mouse Alexa 
Fluor 594 

Jackson ImmunoResearch 
Labs 

715-585-150 
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Donkey anti-Rabbit Alexa 
Fluor 546 

Invitrogen A-10040 

Donkey anti-Goat Alexa Fluor 
546 

Invitrogen A-11056 

Donkey anti-Rat Alexa Fluor 
555 

Abcam Ab150154 

Donkey anti-Chicken Alexa 
Fluor 647 

Jackson ImmunoResearch 
Labs 

703-606-155 

Donkey anti-Mouse Alexa 
Fluor 647 

Invitrogen A-31571 

Donkey anti-Rabbit Alexa 
Fluor 647 

Invitrogen A-31573 

Donkey anti-Goat Alexa Fluor 
647 

Invitrogen A-21447 

Donkey anti-Rat Alexa Fluor 
647 

Jackson ImmunoResearch 
Labs 

712-605-153 

Donkey anti-Mouse HRP Invitrogen A16011 
Donkey anti-Rabbit HRP Invitrogen A16035 
Rabbit anti GFP Invitrogen  A1122 
Goat anti MYC Abcam Ab9132 
Donkey anti-Mouse IgG 
IRDye 800 

Li-Cor 926-32212 

Donkey anti-Goat IgG IRDye 
800 

Li-Cor 926-32214 

Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG 
IRDye 680 

Li-Cor 926-68073 

Donkey anti-Mouse IgG 
IRDye 680 

Li-Cor 926-68072 

Anti FLAG-M2 Magnetic 
Beads 

Sigma M8823 

Bacterial and Virus Strains  

AAV2-CMV-mCherry virus Vector Biosystems Inc. #7104 
Biological Samples   

Mouse cortex This paper N/A 

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins 

EdU Thermo Fisher  E10187 
(+)-Sodium L-ascorbate Sigma-Aldrich A7631 
Copper (II) Sulfate (CuSO4) Sigma-Aldrich 451657 
Rhodamine Azide Invitrogen A20012 
Alexa Fluor 488 Azide  Invitrogen A10266 
Cholera Toxin Subunit B, 
Alexa Fluor 555 conjugate 

Invitrogen C22843 

Saponin Sigma-Aldrich 470366 
Paraformaldehyde (PFA) MP Biomedicals 150146 
Citric Acid Monohydrate Sigma-Aldrich C0706 
Horse Serum Gibco 16050-114 
T7 Polymerase New England Biotechnology M0251 
SP6 Polymerase Promega P1085 
DIG-Labeled Nucleotides Sigma-Aldrich 11277073910 
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NBT/BCIP stock solution Sigma-Aldrich 11681451001 
SpeI Restriction Enzyme New England Biotechnology R3133 
SalI Restriction Enzyme New England Biotechnology R0138 
NcoI Restriction Enzyme New England Biotechnology R0193 
NotI Restriction Enzyme New England Biotechnology R0189 
XhoI Restriction Enzyme New England Biotechnology R0146 
Trypan Blue Stain (0.4%) Gibco 15250-061 
Red Retrobeads Lumafluor R170 
Avidin Alexa Fluor 488 Invitrogen A21370 

Critical Commercial Assays 

GenElute HP Plasmid 
Miniprep Kit 

Sigma-Aldrich NA0160 

Qiaquick PCR Purification Kit Qiagen 28106 
RNeasy Plus Mini Kit Qiagen 74134 
TruSeq RNA Library Prep Kit  Illumina RS-122-2001 
Nuclear Complex Co-IP kit Active Motif 54001 

Deposited Data 

Fezf2Plap/Plap, Fezf2Plap/Plap; 
Fezf2-EnR and control RNA-
seq data 

This paper GSE160202 

Tle4LacZ/LacZ and control RNA-
seq data 

This paper GSE142269 

Experimental Models: Cell Lines 

Neuro-2a ATCC CCL-131 

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains 

Mouse: Fezf2Plap  Chen et al., 2005 University of 
California, Santa 
Cruz 

Mouse: Fezf2Flox Han et al., 2011 Yale University 
Mouse: Fezf2-EnR This Paper N/A 
Mouse: Tle4LacZ This Paper N/A 
Mouse: Nex-Cre Goebbels et al., 2006 Max-Planck-Institute 

of Experimental 
Medicine 

Oligonucleotides 

Primers for genotyping Tle4 
Wildtype allele 

This Paper N/A 

For: 
gagatgtggctacagaagaggttcag
agac 

This Paper N/A 

Rev: 
atctgccccttgctattcctgcttgctctc 

This Paper N/A 

Primers for genotyping Tle4 
mutant allele 

This Paper N/A 

For: 
tgctctcccacaagctcgcttgtcgttca
g 

This Paper N/A 
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Rev: 
aagagggctctgtcctccagtctcctcc
ac 

This Paper N/A 

Primers for genotyping Fezf2 
wildtype allele 

This Paper N/A 

For: 
ttgaatgcaaatgggtgaccgggccg 

This Paper N/A 

Rev: 
gttttagaagtggccggtgacgctcc 

This Paper N/A 

Primers for genotyping 
Fezf2Plap allele 

This Paper N/A 

For: 
caccccggtgaacagctcctcgccctt
gctcaccat 

This Paper N/A 

Rev: 
ctgcatggctcggaacgcatctccttgg
cggtgggggaaagag 

This Paper N/A 

Primers for genotyping Fezf2-
EnR allele 

This Paper N/A 

For: 
caaaatcggttacggttgagtaata 

This Paper N/A 

Rev: accatgccacttcccttctcag This Paper N/A 
Primers for genotyping 
Fezf2Flox allele 

This Paper N/A 

For: tgccttgtacacctttctct This Paper N/A 
Rev: gagacctaggcaagggacagt This Paper N/A 
Primers for genotyping Nex-
Cre allele 

This Paper N/A 

For: gagtcctggaatcagtctttttc This Paper N/A 
Rev: ccgcataaccagtgaaacag This Paper N/A 
Primers for Tcerg1l in situ 
hybridization probe template 

This Paper N/A 

For: ctctccccactgtggtattagc This Paper N/A 
Rev: cagaactatttcccctcgtgac This Paper N/A 
Primers for Ldb2 in situ 
hybridization probe template 

This Paper N/A 

For: cacctgattacgctgtccatag This Paper N/A 
Rev: 
aagttcaacacacgagggagat 

This Paper N/A 

Primers for Ctgf in situ 
hybridization probe template  

This Paper N/A 

For: aaatcgccaagcctgtcaag This Paper N/A 
Rev: ggcactgtgcgctaatgaac This Paper N/A 
Primers for Cryab in situ 
hybridization probe template  

This Paper N/A 

For: ctcagccctgcctgtgtt This Paper N/A 
Rev: atctgggccagcccttag This Paper N/A 
Primers for Ephb1 in situ 
hybridization probe template 

Lodato et al., 2014 N/A 

For: cacatccatctccctttgct Lodato et al., 2014 N/A 
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Rev: tccagaaaccctttccctct Lodato et al., 2014 N/A 
Primers for Kif26a in situ 
hybridization probe template 

Lodato et al., 2014 N/A 

For: tcctcagctccagactccat Lodato et al., 2014 N/A 
Rev: gcgacagtctttccatctcc Lodato et al., 2014 N/A 
Primers for Wnt7b in situ 
hybridization probe template 

Allen Brain Atlas N/A 

For: acgcaatggtggtctggt Allen Brain Atlas N/A 
Rev: aagggcctgaggaaatgg Allen Brain Atlas N/A 
Primers for VP16 domain This Paper N/A 
For: 
gatcggatccgccgccaccatggccc
ccccgaccgatgtcagcct 

  

Rev: 
gatcgatatccccaccgtactcgtcaat
tccaa 

This Paper N/A 

Recombinant DNA 

pGEM-T Easy Vector System Promega A1360 
pCAG-Fezf2 Chen et al., 2005 University of 

California, Santa 
Cruz 

pCAG-Fezf2-EnR This Paper N/A 
pCAG-Fezf2-VP16 This Paper N/A 
pCAG-EGFP Matsuda et al., 2004 Addgene #11150 
pCMV-Tle4-Myc-DDK tag This paper Origene #MR231124 

Software and Algorithms 

FIJI Shindelin et al., 2012 https://imagej.net/Fiji 
Adobe Illustrator Adobe https://adobe.com/pro

ducts/illustrator.html 
Adobe Photoshop Adobe https://adobe.com/pro

ducts/photoshop.html 
Imaris Bitplane https://imaris.oxinst.c

om/ 
Zen Imaging Zeiss https://www.zeiss.co

m/microscopy/us/pro
ducts/microscope-
software/zen.html 

GraphPad prism v8 GraphPad https://www.graphpad
.com/scientific-
software/prism/ 

RepeatMasker Library Smit et al.,1996-2010 http://repeatmasker.o
rg/libraries/ 

TopHat Trapnell et al., 2009 https://encodeproject.
org/software/tophat/ 

Bowtie Langmead et al., 2009 http://bowtie-
bio.sourceforge.net/in
dex.shtml 

SamTools Li et al., 2009 http://samtools.sourc
eforge.net/ 
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DESeq Anders and Huber, 2010 https://bioconductor.o
rg/packages/release/
bioc/html/DESeq.html 

Database for Annotation, 
Visualization and Integrated 
Discovery (DAVID) 

Huang et al., 2008 https://david.ncifcrf.g
ov/ 

pClamp 10.6 Molecular Devices http://go.molecularde
vices.com/l/83942/20
15-09-08/77t9w 
 

ImageStudioLite Li-Cor https://www.licor.com
/bio/image-studio-
lite/download 

Other 

7-mm Platinum Electrodes BTX/Harvard Apparatus 45-0488 
ECM 399 Electroporation 
System 

BTX 45-0000 

Zeiss 880 Confocal 
Microscope 

Zeiss LSM 880 

Zeiss Axio Imager Z2 
Widefield Microscope 

Zeiss Axio Imager 2 

Zeiss LSM 710 Zeiss LSM 710 
MultiClamp 700B amplifier Molecular Devices 1-CV-7B 
Digidata 1440A Molecular Devices N/A 

 
 

Resource availability 

Materials availability 

The Tle4LacZ and Fezf2-EnR mouse lines will be deposited to the Jackson 

Laboratory. All unique/stable reagents generated in this study are 

available from the Lead Contact, but we may require a payment and/or a 

completed Materials Transfer Agreement if there is potential for 

commercial application. 

Data and code availability 

The RNA-seq data for the Fezf2−/−, Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR, and littermate 

control Fezf2+/+ cortices, and for the Tle4LacZ/LacZ and littermate 
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control Tle4+/+ cortices can be accessed using GEO: GSE160202 and 

GEO: GSE142269, respectively. 

 

Experimental model and subject details 

Mice used in this study 

Experiments were performed according to protocols approved by 

the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at University of 

California at Santa Cruz and at University of Arizona College of Medicine 

Phoenix, and were performed in accordance with institutional and federal 

guidelines. Experiments performed at Fudan University were in 

accordance with institutional guidelines. 

We generated the Tle4LacZ allele by inserting a LacZ-ires-Plap cassette in 

the intron after the exon 4 of the Tle4 gene, using the targeted gene trap 

strategy (Friedel et al., 2005). Southern hybridization was performed to 

screen the E14a ES cell clones and identify the correct targeting. 

The bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clone RP23-141E17 was 

modified by inserting the cDNA encoding the ENGRAILED transcriptional 

repressor domain (EnR) fused with the DNA binding domain of FEZF2, 

followed by the SV40 polyadenylate site (Fezf2-EnR), at the start codon of 

the mouse Fezf2 gene. The BAC DNA was purified and sequenced and 

used for injection to generate the Fezf2-EnR transgenic mouse line. 
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The day of the vaginal plug detection was designated as E0.5. The day of 

birth was designated as P0. The genders of the embryonic and early 

postnatal mice were not determined. 

The following mice were used in this study: 

 Fezf2+/+, Fezf2+/− and Fezf2−/− mice: P0, P7, and adult, both male 

and female mice were used. 

 Fezf2flox/+ and Fezf2Flox/Flox mice: adult, both male and female mice 

were used. 

 Nex-Cre mice: adult, both male and female mice were used. 

 Nex-Cre; Fezf2+/− and Nex-Cre; Fezf2-/Flox mice: P0 and P7, both 

male and female mice were used. 

 Fezf2-EnR mice: adult, both male and female mice were used. 

 Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR mice: P0, P7, and adult, both male and female 

mice were used. 

 Tle4+/+, Tle4+/LacZ and Tle4LacZ/LacZ mice: P0, P7, adult, both male 

and female mice were used. 

 Tle4LacZ/LacZ; Fezf2-EnR mice: P0, P7, adult, both male and female 

mice were used. 

Cell lines used in this study 

Neuro-2a (ATCC CCL-131) cells were used in this study for protein co-

immunoprecipitation experiments. Cells were cultured at 37°C with 5% CO2 in 

145 mm culture dishes (Greiner, #639960). 
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Method details 

 
PLAP staining 

Human placental alkaline phosphatase (PLAP) staining was performed as 

described previously (B. Chen et al., 2005a). P7 mice were anesthetized 

and 4% paraformaldehyde was delivered via trans-cardiac perfusion. 

Brains were post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 hours at 4°C and 

then immersed in 30% sucrose in PBS for 24 hours. Brains were then 

frozen and sectioned into 50 μm sections using a 

sliding microtome (Thermo Scientific, Microm HM 430). Sections were 

washed 3 times in PBS, immersed in a 1:50 solution of NBT/BCIP (Roche, 

11681451001) in 0.1M Tris-HCl pH 9.5, 0.1M NaCl, and then incubated at 

37°C for 4 hours. Sections were then washed in PBS with 0.3% Triton X-

100 5 times over the course of 2 hours at 37°C to remove background. 

Sections were then mounted in Fluoromount-G. 

 

Immunohistochemistry 

4% paraformaldehyde was delivered to mice via trans-cardiac perfusion. 

Brains were post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.1% saponin, and PBS 

for 24 hours at 4°C, followed by cryoprotection in 30% sucrose in 

PBS. Immunohistochemistry was performed using standard protocols. 

Briefly, twenty-five-μm-thick brain sections were permeabilized with 0.03% 
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Triton X-100 in PBS for 30 min. Slides were then immersed in citrate 

buffer (10mM citric acid monohydrate, 0.05% Tween-20, pH 6.0), brought 

to a boil in a microwave and rested for 1 hour at RT. Slides were then 

incubated in a blocking buffer (5% donkey serum, 0.03% Triton X-100 in 

PBS) for 30 minutes. Blocking buffer was removed, and the sections were 

incubated with primary antibodies (diluted in the blocking buffer) for 24 

hours at 4°C. The following primary antibodies were used in this study: 

GFP (Chicken, Aves Labs GFP-1020), BCL11B (Rat, Abcam ab18465), 

TBR1 (Rabbit, Abcam ab31940), SOX5 (Rabbit, Abcam ab94396), FEZF2 

(Rabbit, IBL F441), TLE4 (Mouse, Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc-365406), 

FOXP2 (Rabbit, Abcam ab16046), ZFPM2 (Rabbit, Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology), B-GAL (Chicken, Abcam ab9361), activated caspase 3 

(Rabbit, Cell Signaling Technology #9661), BHLHB5 (Goat, Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology sc-6045), SATB2 (Rabbit, Abcam ab34735), FOSL2 

(Rabbit, Sigma HPA004817), and GAPDH (Covance, MMS-580S), The 

sections were washed in PBS, and incubated with secondary antibodies 

conjugated to Alexa 488, Alexa 546, or Alexa 647 for 2 hours at room 

temperature. Secondary antibodies were from Jackson ImmunoResearch 

and Invitrogen. Finally, the sections were counterstained with DAPI for 

5min before being mounted in Fluoromount-G. 
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Protein co-immunoprecipitation 

Neuro-2a (ATCC CCL-131) cells were cultured in 145 mm tissue culture 

treated dishes (Greiner, #639960) at 37°C with 5% CO2 and transfected 

with Lipofectamine 3000 reagent (Thermo, #L3000001) with the following 

plasmid combinations: Fezf2-his-myc + Tle4-flag-myc + GFP-his-myc, 

Fezf2-his-myc + GFP-his-myc, Tle4-flag-myc + GFP-his-myc, or GFP-his-

myc alone. 24 hours later, cells were harvested, and nuclear extract was 

isolated using the Active Motif Nuclear Complex Co-IP kit (cat. #54001). 

The extracts were immunoprecipitated overnight at 4°C with either Flag-

tagged beads (Sigma, #M8823) or GFP antibody (Rabbit, Invitrogen 

A11122) and eluted with 0.1M glycine, pH 2.5 at RT for 30 minutes with 

occasional agitation. The samples were denatured at 100°C for 5 minutes 

in 5x sample buffer, run on an 8% SDS-PAGE at 70V for 2 hours, 

transferred to PVDF (Sigma, IPVH85R) at 150mA for 90 minutes, and 

blocked for one hour in 1% non-fat dry milk-TBST. 2ug of Fezf2 (Rabbit, 

IBL F441), Tle4 (Mouse, Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc-365406), GFP 

(Chicken, Aves Labs GFP-1020), or Myc (Goat, Abcam ab9132) primary 

antibodies were added and incubated overnight at 4°C on an orbital 

shaker. The blot was developed with Li-Cor secondary antibodies (#926-

32212, 926-32214, 926-68073, 926-68072) or Alexa 488 for one hour and 

images were processed using ImageStudioLite. 
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Western blotting 

P7 cortices were dissected in ice cold 1X PBS supplemented with 

cOmplete Mini, EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablets (Roche, 04 693 159 

001) and transferred to RIPA buffer for 20 minutes on ice. The tissue was 

homogenized by pushing through 25G and 27G needles sequentially, 3 

times each. Cell homogenate was centrifuged at 14,000 g for 10 minutes 

at 4°C. The supernatant was removed, denatured at 100°C for 5 minutes 

in 5x sample buffer, run on an 8% SDS-PAGE at 70V for 2 hours, 

transferred to PVDF (Sigma, IPVH85R) at 150mA for 90 minutes, blocked 

for one hour in 1% non-fat dry milk-TBST, and immunoblotted overnight 

with 2ug of FEZF2 (Rabbit, IBL F441) primary antibody. The blot was 

developed with Li-Cor Donkey anti Rabbit secondary antibody (#926-

68073) for one hour and images were processed using ImageStudioLite. 

 

In situ hybridization 

In situ hybridization was performed using a previously published protocol 

(Guo et al., 2013). In brief, digoxigenin-labeled probes used in this study 

were made from cDNAs amplified by PCR using the following primers: 

 
Primers used for In situ hybridization probes 

Gene Forward Primer 5’  3’ Reverse Primer 5’  3’ Source 
Tcerg1l CTCTCCCCACTGTG

GTATTAGC 
CAGAACTATTTCCCC
TCGTGAC 

This paper 

Ldb2 CACCTGATTACGCT
GTCCATAG 

AAGTTCAACACACGA
GGGAGAT 

This paper 
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Ctgf AAATCGCCAAGCCT
GTCAAG 

GGCACTGTGCGCTAA
TGAAC 

This paper 

Cryab CTCAGCCCTGCCTG
TGTT 

ATCTGGGCCAGCCCT
TAG 

This paper 

Ephb1 CACATCCATCTCCCT
TTGCT 

TCCAGAAACCCTTTC
CCTCT 

(Lodato et al., 2014) 

Kif26a TCCTCAGCTCCAGA
CTCCAT 

GCGACAGTCTTTCCA
TCTCC 

(Lodato et al., 2014) 

Wnt7b ACGCAATGGTGGTC
TGGT 

AAGGGCCTGAGGAA
ATGG 

Allen Brain Atlas 

 
Amplified DNA fragments were ligated into pGEM-T Easy (Promega) 

plasmids, transformed into competent E. coli cells, and plated overnight on 

LB+Agar+Ampicillin plates. Colonies were picked, grown overnight in 3 mL 

LB+Ampicillin, and purified via miniprep kits (Sigma-Aldrich). Purified 

plasmids were sequenced to ensure sequence fidelity, and to determine 

insert orientation. Plasmids were then linearized with restriction enzymes 

from New England Biotech, and in vitro transcription reactions were 

performed with either T7 (NEB) or Sp6 (Promega) RNA polymerases, 

depending on insert orientation, in the presence of DIG-labeled 

nucleotides (Sigma-Aldrich). Tissue was prepared as previously 

described (Guo et al., 2013), and treated with DIG-labeled probes 

overnight at 65°C. Slides were developed with NBT/BCIP stock solution 

(Sigma-Aldrich). 

 

EdU labeling 

Timed pregnant Tle4+/LacZ mice were injected with a single dose of EdU 

(50mg/kg body weight; Thermo Fisher Scientific, E10187) at E12.5 or 
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E13.5. Brains were collected at P7. EdU was detected via a click-

chemistry reaction containing the following reagents per 1 mL of reaction: 

950ul 100mM Tris PH 7.4, 40ul 100 mM CuSO4, 10ul 200 mg/mL sodium 

ascorbate, and 1ul azide 488 or 555. Tle4LacZ/LacZ and 

littermate Tle4+/+ control mice were analyzed. 

 

Anterograde tracing using AAV 

0.25 μl AAV2-CMV-mCherry virus (Vector Biosystems Inc.) were injected 

into the M1, S1 or V1 of Tle4LacZ/LacZ and littermate 

control Tle4+/LacZ or Tle4+/+ mice at P21. The brains were collected at P35 

and sectioned at 50-μm thickness. 

 

Retrograde tracing 

Retrograde tracing was performed using Alexa Fluor 555-conjugated 

cholera toxin subunit β (CTB) injections. 8 mg/ml CTB in PBS was used 

for all injections, and CTB solution was injected through a pulled glass 

pipet attached to a Picospritzer III (Parker). P4 mice were anesthetized, 

the pyramidal decussation was identified visually, and 1 μl CTB was 

injected. 0.2 to 0.5 μl CTB was injected into S1 in anesthetized P4 mice 

and injection sites were confirmed after brain collection at P7. 

Corticothalamic neurons were labeled by CTB injection (0.2 μl) into the 
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thalamus at P21 (coordinates: A/P −1.3 mm, M/L 3 mm, Z 3.15 mm) and 

injection sites were confirmed after brain collection at P28. 

 

Cloning of the pCAG-Fezf2, pCAG-Fezf2-EnR, and the pCAG-Fezf2-

VP16 expression plasmids 

The cloning of pCAG-Fezf2 plasmid was reported previously (B. Chen et 

al., 2005a). The EnR and VP16 plasmids were obtained from Dr. Thomas 

Jessell (Columbia University). The cDNA for DNA binding domains of 

FEZF2 was amplified using primers 5′-

GATCGAATTCTCAGCTCTGAACTGTCCTGGCTAGGTC-3′ and 5′-

GATCGGATCCGCCGCCGCCATGGAGCCCCGGCCTGCTGCGTTAGAG

GC-3′. The cDNA for the EnR domain was amplified using primers 5′-

GATCGATATCAAGCTTGGGCTGCATAGATCCCAG-3′ and 5′-

GATCGGATCCGCCGCCACCATGGAGTTCCGCGATGCCCTGGAGGAT

CGC-3′. The cDNA for VP16 domain was amplified using primers 5′-

GATCGGATCCGCCGCCACCATGGCCCCCCCGACCGATGTCAGCCT-

3′ and 5′-GATCGATATCCCCACCGTACTCGTCAATTCCAA-3′. The 

amplified DNA fragments were ligated into pCAG vector, using NotI 

and XhoI restriction sites. Sanger DNA sequencing was performed to 

ensure no mutation was generated during the cloning. 
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In utero electroporation 

In utero electroporation experiment was performed according to a 

published protocol (B. Chen et al., 2005). In utero electroporation (IUE) of 

wild-type CD-1 embryos was performed at E15.5. Plasmids pCAG-

Fezf2, pCAG-Fezf2-EnR, or pCAG-Fezf2-VP16 were mixed with pCAG-

EGFP (Addgene #11150) (final concentration of 1-2 μg/μl at a molecular 

ratio of 3:1, 0.5 μL each embryo) and 0.05% Fast Green (Sigma), and 

injected into the lateral ventricle of embryos using a beveled pulled glass 

micropipette. The control brains were electroporated with pCAG-

EGFP plasmids alone. Five electrical pulses (duration: 50 ms) were 

applied at 35V across the uterine wall with a 950 ms interval between 

pulses. Electroporation was performed using a pair of 7-mm platinum 

electrodes (BTX, Tweezertrode 45-0488, Harvard Apparatus) connected 

to an electroporator (BTX, ECM830). The electroporated brains were 

collected at P5. 

 

Image acquisition and analysis 

Images for quantitative analyses were acquired with a Zeiss 880 confocal 

microscope. Laser power and gain were adjusted until < 1% of pixels were 

saturated. Cell counting was performed on single z-slices with FIJI. Z-

slices were divided into 500 μm or 250 um wide regions and split into 

equally sized bins. Individual channels were adjusted with auto threshold 
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“Moments,” or a manual threshold was applied to discern BCL11B high 

versus low expressing cells. The dilate, erode, and watershed functions 

were sequentially used before particles were analyzed with a circularity of 

0.3-1.0 and size exclusion of > 1μm. Brightfield images were acquired with 

a Zeiss AxioImager Z2 widefield microscope with a Zeiss AxioCam 506 

(color) camera. 

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 5.0, or R. Only 

single Z-slice confocal images were used in cell quantifications. For each 

brain, the number of marker+ cells in the cortex were quantified in a 500- 

or 250-μm-wide region from 3 sections each for S1, M1 and V1 areas. 

Care was taken to match the anterior-posterior, medial-lateral positions for 

the chosen areas between the mutant and control genotypes. For each 

genotype and each age, 3 different brains were analyzed. Data are shown 

as mean ± SEM and statistical significance for multiple comparisons was 

determined using the ordinary one-way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s 

multiple comparisons test. Statistical significance for single comparisons 

was determined using the unpaired t test. Significance was set as ∗ for p < 

0.05, ∗∗ for p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001 for and ∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001 all significance 

tests. 
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RNA-seq analysis of Tle4LacZ/LacZ, Fezf2−/−, and Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR 

cortices at P0 

Cortices were dissected from P0 Tle4LacZ/LacZ (n = 3 mice) and littermate 

control Tle4+/+ (n = 3) mice, P0 Fezf2−/− (n = 4), Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR (n = 

2), and littermate Fezf2+/+ mice (n = 4). Total RNA from each pair of 

cortical hemispheres was isolated using the RNAesay kit (QIAGEN) and 

used to prepare RNA-seq libraries (Illumina RNA Truseq Library Prep 

protocol). Libraries were paired-end (50 nucleotides per end) sequenced 

on the Illumina Hiseq2000 platform. The sequences were processed and 

analyzed for differential expression as previously described (Betancourt et 

al., 2014). The RNA-seq data for the Fezf2−/−, Fezf2−/−; Fezf2-EnR, and 

control Fezf2+/+ cortices, and for the Tle4LacZ/LacZ and 

control Tle4+/+ cortices can be accessed using GSE160202 and 

GSE142269, respectively. 

 

Electrophysiology and neuronal morphology 

Whole cell recording was conducted in the primary somatosensory 

cortex (V1). To label layer 6 corticothalamic neurons, 50nl of retrobeads 

(Lumafluor) were injected into the POM nucleus unilaterally at least 24h 

prior to recording. 350-μm slices were made after a block cut of the 

posterior brain with a 45° angle to the mid-sagittal plane. Slices were cut 

in ice-cold ACSF (containing 126 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 26 mM NaHCO3, 
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2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, and 10 mM glucose 

saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2). Slices were incubated at 32°C for 

30 min before being transferred to the recording chamber. 

Beads+ neurons with soma in layer 6 were identified under a 60X objective 

(NA = 0.9). Only neurons with their soma at least 50 μm below the slice 

surface were targeted for whole cell recordings. The internal electrode 

solution contains: 130 mM K-gluconate, 10 mM HEPES, 4 mM KCl, 

0.3 mM GTP-Na, 4 mM ATP-Mg, 2 mM NaCl,1 mM EGTA and 

14 mM phosphocreatine (pH 7.2, 295-300 mOsm). 0.15% 

(W/V) biocytin was added when neuron morphology data were desired. 

Neuronal signals were amplified using a MultiClamp 700B amplifier 

(Molecular Devices, Forster City, CA), low-pass filtered at 1 kHz (current) 

or 10 kHz (voltage signals), and digitized at 20 kHz using a Digidata 

1440A interface and pClamp 10.6 (Molecular Devices). mEPSCs were 

measured with D-AP5 (50 μM, Tocris) and tetrodotoxin (TTX, 1 μM, 

Tocris) included in the ACSF. To measure mIPSCs, TTX (1 μM) 

and CNQX (10 μM) were included and a symmetrical [Cl−] electrode 

internal solution (containing: 125 mM KCl, 2.8 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 

2 mM Mg2+-ATP, 0.3 mM Na3GTP, 10 mM HEPES, 1 mM EGTA and 

10 mM phosphocreatine, pH 7.25, ∼300 mOsm) was used. In experiments 

where neuronal excitability was measured, a series of current steps (−100 
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to 500pA in 50 pA increment) were injected, and numbers of AP firing 

were manually quantified. 

To reconstruct neuronal morphologies, slices were fixed in 4% PFA 

overnight, followed by incubation with avidin-Alexa 488 (Invitrogen) for 

24 h in PBS containing 0.2% Triton X-100. Slices were washed and 

mounted on slides with a 350-μm spacer to prevent crushing the tissue. 

Neuronal dendritic arbors were acquired by collecting Z stack images on a 

confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 710). Maximal projection images were 

imported into FIJI/ImageJ, and neurite arborization and Sholl 

analysis (Sholl, 1953) were done using the Simple Neurite Tracer plugin. 

Due to the length of apical dendrites, dendrites were frequently cut off. 

Therefore, only basal dendrites were used for Sholl analysis. 

Morphometric features extracted included dendritic arbor, length, and 

number of intersections at various distances from soma. For dendritic 

spine analyses, Z stacks of spines from the basal dendrites (100-450 μm 

away from soma) were collected with a 63x objectives (Plan-Apochromat, 

NA 1.4). 512 × 512 pixels with 4 × digital zoom and 0.2 μm Z step size 

were used for Z stack acquisition. Imaris software (V8.02, Bitplane, South 

Windsor, CT) was used to measure spine head diameter, length, and 

density (Peng et al., 2016). 
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Quantification and statistical analysis 

The statistical details of the experiments can be found in the figure 

legends and Method details section under the experiments. All n values 

and what n represents are listed in the figure legends, and all p values 

obtained are listed in the figure legends. GraphPad Prism version 8 was 

used to perform statistical tests in this study. The statistical tests used for 

each experiment are indicated in the figure legends. 
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Chapter 3: Dose dependent regulation of cortical projection neuron 

development by Satb2 

Summary 

De novo mutations in Special AT-rich Binding Protein 2 (SATB2) 

result in SATB2-associated syndrome (SAS), a recently described disease 

characterized by developmental defects and intellectual deficiency. 

SATB2 expression in the brain is mostly restricted to the excitatory 

neurons in the cerebral cortex and the hippocampus, suggesting that the 

intellectual deficiency associated with SAS is likely due to defective 

cortical and hippocampal neurons. Extensive studies show that Satb2 

regulates gene expression and plays a crucial role in specifying the 

identities of multiple cortical projection neuron subtypes. However, these 

studies were performed using Satb2 homozygous mutant mice. It 

remained unknown how SATB2 haploinsufficiency, as identified in the 

SAS patients, affects brain development. Utilizing Satb2 deficient mice, we 

show that Satb2 haploinsufficiency leads to gene mis-regulation, 

physiological changes, aberrant axonal projections, and cortical lamination 

defects. Chromatin immunoprecipitation and CUT&RUN experiments 

reveal that Satb2 binds to gene promoters and enhancers. We show that 

Satb2 both activates and represses gene expression, by recruiting distinct 

chromatin remodeling complexes. Our findings uncover fundamental 
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mechanisms underlying cortical projection neuron development and the 

etiology of SAS. 

 

Introduction 

The 6-layered neocortex is the seat of the most complex cognitive 

and perceptual functions in humans. Glutamatergic projection neurons 

occupy a central position in cortical neural circuits, serving as the principal 

input units and the sole output system. Although single-cell RNA-seq 

analysis has revealed many refined subtypes (Tasic et al., 2018; Zeng, 

2022), cortical excitatory neurons can be broadly classified into three 

major subtypes based on hodology: corticothalamic (CT) neurons in layer 

6 that project to the thalamus, subcerebral projection neurons (SCPNs) in 

layer 5b that projection to the midbrain, hindbrain, and spinal cord, and 

intra-telencephalic (IT) neurons that reside throughout layers 2-6 and 

project to ipsi- or contra-lateral cortical hemisphere (Greig et al., 2013; 

Leone et al., 2008).  

During development, cortical excitatory neurons arise directly from 

radial glial cells (RGCs) or indirectly from intermediate progenitors 

(Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla, 2009; Malatesta et al., 2000; Miyata et al., 

2001; Noctor et al., 2001). The earliest-born neurons form the preplate 

which is split into the marginal zone and subplate by incoming cortical 

plate neurons. The excitatory neurons within the cortical plate arise in a 
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temporal sequence where layer 6 neurons are produced first, followed by 

increasingly superficial layers up to layer 2 (Leone et al., 2008). Proper 

generation and differentiation of the cortical excitatory neurons is essential 

for proper cortical functions. 

Extensive progress has been made toward delineating the 

molecular mechanisms underlying the production of distinct excitatory 

neuron subtypes. Development of distinct projection neuron subtypes 

depends on a network of transcription factors that mostly cross-inhibit the 

expression of one another (Greig et al., 2013). The zinc-finger 

transcription factor Fezf2 is expressed in deep-layer neurons where it 

promotes subcerebral neuronal identity while suppressing the expression 

of cell fate determining genes for corticothalamic (Tbr1) and callosal 

(Satb2) neurons (B. Chen et al., 2005b; Chen et al., 2008a; J.-G. Chen et 

al., 2005; Molyneaux et al., 2005; Tsyporin et al., 2021). Tbr1 and Sox5 

promote corticothalamic neuronal fate and directly repress high levels of 

Fezf2 and thus subcerebral identity in layer 6 neurons (Han et al., 2011; 

Kwan et al., 2008; Lai et al., 2008; McKenna et al., 2011). Satb2 was 

reported to be specifically expressed in callosal neurons and promote 

callosal neuron identity by repressing essential genes for subcerebral 

axon development (Alcamo et al., 2008; Britanova et al., 2008). Further 

studies revealed that Satb2 is also required for specifying layer 5 

subcerebral neuron identity (McKenna et al., 2015). 
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SATB2 Associated Syndrome (SAS) is a newly identified 

neurodevelopmental disease that is characterized by developmental 

delay, severe intellectual deficiency with absent or limited speech, 

behavioral problems, and dysmorphic craniofacial features (Zarate et al., 

2017). It is caused by de novo mutations of SATB2, a gene encoding 

SATB2, a DNA-binding protein involved in chromatin remodeling. In the 

brain, SATB2 expression is mainly restricted to the projection neurons in 

the cerebral cortex and hippocampus, suggesting that the etiology of the 

intellectual deficiency of SAS is likely defective cortical and hippocampal 

projection neurons.  

Studies in mice have shown that Satb2 is required for specifying 

the subtype identities of both cortical callosal and SC neurons. In Satb2 

mutant mice, callosal neurons lose their molecular and axon projection 

identities, and express genes associated with layer 5 SC neurons, while 

the layer 5 SC neurons are missing and fail to extend axons to the 

brainstem and spinal cord (Alcamo et al., 2008; Britanova et al., 2008; 

Leone et al., 2015; McKenna et al., 2015). By recruiting the NuRD 

nucleosome remodeling complex, Satb2 represses the expression of 

Bcl11b, a gene essential for axonal projections of layer 5 SC neurons 

(Alcamo et al., 2008; Britanova et al., 2008). Despite these discoveries, 

the underlying molecular logic for how Satb2 broadly regulates gene 

expression programs is unknown. Furthermore, prior studies on Satb2 
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function in brain development were performed using homozygous mutant 

mice (Alcamo et al., 2008; Britanova et al., 2008; Leone et al., 2015; 

McKenna et al., 2015). It remains to be determined how haploinsufficiency 

of SATB2, as identified in SAS patients, affects brain development. 

Here, using Satb2 deficient mice, we demonstrate that Satb2 

regulates proper cortical laminar organization, intra-telencephalic axon 

development and gene expression in a gene-dosage-dependent manner. 

Our CUT&RUN analysis revealed that Satb2 directly regulates numerous 

genes implicated in cell fate specification as well as genes critical for cell 

adhesion, axon guidance, and neuronal physiology. We find that Satb2-

mediated gene activation and repression is likely facilitated by the 

interaction of Satb2 with ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling 

complexes. Furthermore, we show that proper Satb2 dosage is required 

for cortical layer formation and that Satb2 haploinsufficiency affects IT 

neuron axon projections, gene expression programs, and neuronal 

physiology while sparing the SCPN and CT neuron projections, providing 

insights into the molecular underpinning of SAS etiology. 
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Results 

Satb2 haploinsufficiency leads to defective cortical laminar 

organization 

To examine how SATB2 haploinsufficiency affects brain 

development, we utilized Satb2LacZ/+ mice, which carry a beta-

galactosidase gene inserted at the start of the Satb2 open reading frame 

(Satb2LacZ) (Dobreva et al., 2006), effectively knocking out the Satb2 gene 

(Error! Reference source not found.A). Western blot analysis revealed a 

50% decrease of Satb2 protein in the Satb2LacZ/+ cortices and absence of 

Satb2 protein in the Satb2LacZ/LacZ cortices (Figure Figure 17: Layer size 

defects in Satb2LacZ/+ cortices)  

We analyzed Satb2+/+ and Satb2LacZ/+ brains collected at 

postnatal day 1 (P1), P4, P7, and P28 (Figure 17B-Figure 17E). 

Immunostaining for markers of different cortical projection neuron 

subtypes and nuclear staining did not show any significant change in the 

Satb2LacZ/+ cortices at P1 (Figure 17B and Figure 17D). Comparing 

cortices from Satb2+/+ and Satb2LacZ/+ mice at P4, P7, and P28 revealed 

changes in the thickness of cortical layers (Figure 17B-Figure 17E). 

At P28 Satb2LacZ/+ mice showed a 23.2% reduction for layer 6 

(Satb2+/+: 333.0 ± 22.5 µm (SEM) vs. Satb2LacZ/+: 255.7 ± 15.6 µm),  

38.6% reduction for layer 4 (Satb2+/+: 133.1 ±  6.0 µm  vs. Satb2LacZ/+: 81.8 

± 2.9 µm), and 13.7% increase for layer 1 (Satb2+/+: 107.8 ± 12.8 µm  vs. 
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Satb2LacZ/+: 123.6 ± 19.5 µm) in the S1 barrel field (BF) area, while the 

thickness for layer 5 and layers 2/3 was not significantly affected (Figure 

17B-Figure 17E). 

Layer 6 projection neurons include corticothalamic neurons (L6CT), 

intra-telencephalic neurons (IT), and a small population of deep-layer 

near-projecting neurons (DLNP) neurons, which can be distinguished by 

Tbr1 and Tle4 expression. L6 CTs and DLNPs express both Tbr1 and 

Tle4 (Tbr1+Tle4+), while L6 IT neurons express Tbr1 but not Tle4 

(Tbr+Tle4-). The Satb2LacZ/+ cortices showed a significant reduction of 

Tbr1+ neurons in layer 6 of at P4, P7, and P28. Among the Tbr1+ neurons, 

the numbers of Tbr1+Tle4- L6ITs were significantly reduced, while the 

numbers of Tbr1+Tle4+ CTs and DLNPs were not significantly affected 

(Figure 17B and Figure 17E), suggesting that Satb2 haploinsufficiency 

results in a significant loss of L6ITs.  

We examined layers 2-4 using antibodies for Rorb, Cux1 and Lhx2.  

We found that in the Satb2LacZ/+ brains, the number of Rorb+ cells in layer 

4 was significantly decreased in S1BF but increased in the more medial 

S1 Trunk (Tr) region (Figure 19A). A similar change for Cux1 expression 

was also observed (S2B), indicating a patterning defect of the S1Tr and 

S1BF regions. Immunostaining did not reveal neuronal subtype marker 

changes in layer 5 of the Satb2LacZ/+ cortices (Figure 19D).  
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To investigate the cause of the thinner layer 6 and reduced Tbr1+ 

L6 ITs in the Satb2LacZ/+ cortices (Figure 17B and Figure 17E), we 

examined the expression between Tbr1 and Satb2, and observed that 

Satb2 and Tbr1 were co-expressed as early as E13.5 and throughout 

embryogenesis. Thus, Satb2 is expressed in these neurons at or around 

the time of their birth (Figure 18C). 
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Figure 17: Layer size defects in Satb2LacZ/+ cortices 

(A) Western blot showing a reduction and absence in Satb2LacZ/+ and 
Satb2LacZ/LacZ cortices. Satb2 signal was normalized to Gapdh signal in 
each lane. n = 3 brains per genotype. Statistical significance was 
determined using student’s t-test (* p < 0.05) 
(B) Immunostaining for Tbr1 and Tle4 on brain sections from P1, P4, P7, 
and P28 Satb2+/+ and Satb2LacZ/+ mice, and DAPI at P28.  
(C) Quantifications of marker+ cells per 500µm wide section in layer 6. n = 
3-4 brains per genotype, 3-4 sections per brain. 
(D) Quantification of layer thickness in mm 
(E) Quantification of layer thickness split up by individual layers.  
In all graphs, n = 3-4 brains per genotype, 3-4 sections per brain. Error 
bars represent ± SEM. Statistical significance was determined using 
nested t-test (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001) 
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Figure 18: Satb2 is conserved between mouse and human and 
expressed across cortical layers 

(A) Bulk tissue gene expression for SATB2 and images from Allen Brain 
Atlas from PCW21 human embryo or E18.5 mouse embryo in-situ for 
SATB2 or Satb2 respectively. 
(B) Diagram of Satb2 showing ammino acid changes between human and 
mouse. Blow is a diagram of the Satb2 gene, Satb2LacZ allele, and 
Satb2Flox allele. ULD: ubiquitin-Like Domain, responsible for 
oligomerization. CUTL: CUT-like domain, similar to CUT domain, DNA 
binding motif. HOX: homeobox domain, DNA binding.  
(C) Immunostaining for Satb2, Tbr2, and Tbr1 at E13.5, E15.5, E17.5, and 
P0. Satb2 expression is seen as early as E13.5 and co-expressed with 
Tbr1 but not Tbr2. Low mag scale bar 100µm, high mag scale bar 50µm.  
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Figure 19: Satb2LacZ/+ cortex exhibits thinner layer 4 in S1BF, and 
expansion of S1BF into S1Tr while layer 5 is unaffected 

(A) Immunostaining for Lhx2, Rorb, and Bcl11b in P7 Satb2+/+ and 
Satb2LacZ/+ cortices. L2/3 and 5a marker Lhx2 and 5b marker Bcl1b are 
unaffected in Satb2LacZ/+ cortices, while Rorb expression is decreased in 
L4 S1BF, expanded in S1Tr (white arrow), and unchanged in S2. Low 
magnification scale bar: 1000 µm, high magnification scale bar: 100 µm. 
(B) Cux1 expression shows expansion into S1Tr (white arrow) in 
Satb2LacZ/+ cortices. Low magnification scale bar: 1000 µm, high 
magnification scale bar: 100 µm. 
(C) Quantifications of marker+ cells per 500 µm wide section. n = 3-4 
brains per genotype, 3-4 sections per brain. Error bars represent ± SEM. 
Statistical significance was determined using nested t-test (*p < 0.05, **p < 
0.01) 
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Satb2 haploinsufficiency results in defective callosal and 

thalamocortical projections 

 We examined whether Satb2 haploinsufficiency impacts axon 

development. Immunostaining with L1 antibody revealed that in Satb2LacZ/+ 

mice, the corpus callosum length was significantly reduced along the 

anterior-posterior axis at P7 (Figure 20A). (Satb2+/+: 2601 ± 126 µm; 

Satb2LacZ/+: 2043 ± 67 µm; n = 10 mice per genotype, p = 0.0010, unpaired 

t-test). L1 and PKCγ staining did not reveal significant changes in 

corticothalamic and corticospinal axons. Ntng1 is highly expressed in the 

thalamic neurons and labels the thalamocortical axons (TCAs). In the 

Satb2LacZ/+ cortices, Ntng1 staining in layer 4 in S1 was reduced, indicating 

less cortical TCA innervation (Figure 20B). We examined barrel fields, an 

easily discernable target of TCAs, using cytochrome oxidase (CO) 

staining. Barrel organization was easily discernable in the controls. 

However, in Satb2LacZ/+ cortices, the barrel field was smaller overall, and 

the A1 row of barrels was consistently missing (Figure 20B). 

To systematically examine the callosal, subcerebral, and 

corticothalamic projections, we injected Cholera toxin subunit B (CTB) into 

the corpus callosum (CC) close to the midline, cerebral peduncle (CP), 

and ventral posterior medial nucleus of the thalamus (VpM) at P28 and 

examined the brains at P33 (Figure 21). When CTB was injected into the 

CC, we observed both retrogradely labeled cells (and their axons) and 
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anterogradely labeled axons in the Satb2+/+ and Satb2LacZ/+ mice (Figure 

21). We observed CTB-labeled cells and axons across layers 2/3, 5, and 6 

in the ipsi and contralateral cortex in controls. However, in Satb2LacZ/+ 

cortices, there was a near absence of cells and axons labeled in layers 2/3 

and reduced labeling of cells and axons in layers 5 and 6 in the 

somatosensory regions (Figure 21A). In the more medial region, the 

labeling in the medial parietal association (MPtA) region of the cortex was 

similar to the Satb2+/+ mice (Figure 21A). Injection into the CP revealed no 

discernable difference in labeling the layer 5 SCPNs between Satb2+/+ and 

Satb2LacZ/+ cortices (Figure 21B): CTB labeled cells were abundant in layer 

5b, and all labeled cells expressed the layer 5b SCPN marker Bcl11b but 

not Tbr1 (Figure 21B). Brains injected with CTB into the VpM showed all 

CTB-labeled cells co-expressed CT markers Tbr1 and Tle4 (Figure 21C). 

No difference in the number of layer 6 CTs labeled between Satb2+/+ and 

Satb2LacZ/+ cortices (Figure 21C). However, in the Satb2LacZ/+ mice, the 

CTB+ cells were more densely packed, consistent with the distribution of 

Tbr1+Tle4+ neurons in these cortices (Figure 21C). These findings reveal 

that Satb2 haploinsufficiency leads to a severe reduction in callosal 

projection neurons located in somatosensory regions, while the number of 

callosal projection neurons more medially (MPtA region) were spared 

(Figure 21A) 
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Thus, Satb2 haploinsufficiency differentially affects the major 

cortical axon pathways. The subcerebral and corticothalamic axon 

projections (Figure 21B and Figure 21C) were mostly unaffected. 

However, there was almost complete absence of CTB+ callosal neurons 

and axons in layer 2/3, and severely reduced labeling of CTB+ callosal 

neurons and axons in layers 5/6 in S1 and S2 in the Satb2LacZ/+ mice 

(Figure 21A). These results, combined with the results from the previous 

section, show that Satb2 haploinsufficiency leads to broad defects in 

cortical ITs. 

The reduction of Ntng1 signal in layer 4 of the Satb2LacZ/+ brain 

suggested that Satb2 expression in the cortex may play a role in TCA 

innervation and targeting. To determine the requirement of Satb2 for TCA 

innervation of the cortex, we utilized a conditional Satb2 expression allele, 

Satb2Flox, and Emx1Cre (Gorski et al., 2002) to generate Satb2LacZ/flox; 

Emx1Cre (Satb2 cko) mice. We previously validated that Satb2 expression 

is entirely absent in the Satb2 cko cortex (McKenna et al., 2015). In the 

Satb2 cko, we observed a complete lack of barrel fields visualized by 

Ntng1 and CO staining in the cortex, but there was still diffuse Ntng1 

staining within the cortex and subplate, indicating that TCAs can cross the 

pallial-subpallial boundary and enter the cortex in Satb2 cko brains, and 

that Satb2 is required for whisker barrel formation and may play a role in 

proper TCA targeting (Figure 20B) 
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Figure 20: Corpus callosum and thalamocortical projection defects in 
Satb2LacZ/+ and Satb2 cko cortices 

(A) Immunostaining for Ntng1, Pkc γ and L1 in Satb2+/+, Satb2LacZ/+, and 
Satb2LacZ/Flox; Emx1Cre P7 cortices. Scale bars: 1000 µm 
(B) Top two rows, Ntng1 staining. High magnification scale bar 1000 µm, 
low magnification scale bar 500 µm. Bottom row, CO stain on tangential 
sections at P7. Scale bar 100 µm.  
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Figure 21: Satb2LacZ/+ cortices exhibit callosal projection defects and 
normal subcerebral and corticothalamic axon projections 

(A) CTB tracing from the corpus callosum (CC) and staining with Tbr1 to 
visualize layers. Low magnification scale bar: 1000 µm, high magnification 
scale bar 100 µm. 
(B) Schematic showing injection of CTB into the CP in green. Brains were 
stained for Tbr1 and Bcl11b. Images taken of S1 regions in Satb2+/+ and 
Satb2LacZ/+ brains. Low magnification scale bar: 100 µm, high 
magnification scale bar 50 µm  
(C) Schematic showing injection of CTB into the VpM. Brains were stained 
for Tbr1 and Tle4. Images taken of S1 regions in Satb2+/+ and Satb2LacZ/+ 

brains. Low magnification scale bar: 100 µm, high magnification scale bar 
50 µm  
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CUT&RUN analysis reveals Satb2 targets 

To identify targets of Satb2, we performed Cleavage Under Targets 

& Release Using Nuclease (CUT&RUN) (Skene and Henikoff, 2017) 

experiments using P0 wild-type cortices and antibodies for Satb2 and 

histone marks associated with active (H3K27Ac And H3K4Me3), and 

repressive (H3K27Me3) chromatin states (Bannister and Kouzarides, 

2011). After mapping sequencing reads to the genome, binding peaks 

were called using SEACR (Meers et al., 2019), and we identified 8878 

Satb2 binding peaks at both promoters (defined as less than 2kb 

upstream from the transcription start site, TSS), and potential enhancer 

regions (Figure 22A and Figure 22C). Satb2 binding peaks were enriched 

with all three histone marks analyzed, indicating that Satb2 interacts with 

active and repressive chromatin states. 

Motif analysis revealed that Satb2 bound promoters are enriched in 

motifs for transcription activators, including Nfy, Sp2/5/1, and Klf1/5/14/3. 

Potential enhancer regions are enriched for binding motifs for CTCF and 

transcription factors (TF) including Neurog2, Neurod1, and Lhx2 (Figure 

22A andFigure 22C). The enrichment of motifs for these TFs at Satb2-

bound enhancers highlights its role in the development and differentiation 

of cortical projection neurons. 

We identified 5589 Satb2 target genes after associating the Satb2 

binding peaks to genes using ChIPseeker (Yu et al., 2015). We combined 
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this information with bulk RNA-seq of P0 Satb2LacZ/LacZ cortices (McKenna 

et al., 2015), and found 360 genes directly repressed and 628 genes 

directly activated by Satb2. Gene ontology analysis revealed that Satb2 

activates genes coding for proteins involved in chromatin remodeling, 

transcription, and various neurodevelopmental processes, while the Satb2 

represses genes encoding proteins related to glial cell development, 

myelination, and various other biological processes and functions 

unrelated to cortical development. 

Satb2 specifies cell fate, in part, by regulating the expression of 

post-mitotic transcription factors that are essential for generating various 

projection neuron subtypes (Alcamo et al., 2008; Britanova et al., 2008; 

McKenna et al., 2015). Indeed, we identified numerous direct Satb2 

targets included genes encoding cell fate and layer-specific transcription 

factors. Layer 5b specific genes that are directly repressed are Bcl11b, 

Ldb2, Grm5, Sema5a, and Camd1 (Figure 22D). On the other hand, layer-

specific genes that are directly activated include deep layer genes Fezf2, 

Sox5, Tbr1, Tle4, Wnt7b, and upper-layer genes Cux1, Mdga1, Zbtb20, 

and Lhx2 (Figure 22D). These findings highlight the role of Satb2-

mediated gene activation and repression for regulating the expression of 

layer-specific genes and genes involved in a multitude of developmental 

processes. 
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Figure 22: CUT&RUN reveals Satb2 binding sites 

(A) Distribution of Satb2 binding sites and MEME motif analysis. Promoter 
regions are defined as ≤2kb from transcription start site. Potential 
enhancer regions are defined as >2kb from transcription start site.  
(B) Example UCSC genome browser snapshots showing ATAC track as 
well as coverage tracks for H3K27me3, H3K27Ac, H3K4me3, Satb2, and 
Rabbit IgG. Satb2 binding sites are between red dashed lines. 
(C) Satb2 binding sites are enriched for histone marks H3K27me3, 
H3K27Ac, and H3K4me3, and transcription factors Bcl11a, Lhx2, Nr2f1. 
Explain the scales?  
(D) Example UCSC genome browser tracks showing IgG and Satb2 
coverage tracks for layer-specific genes. P4 Allen brain atlas in-situ 
hybridization images are shown to the right of each genome browser 
graphic. Satb2 activates Cux1, Mdga1, Zbtb20, Lhx2, Fezf2, Sox5, Tbr1, 
Tle4, and Wnt7b. Satb2 represses Bcl11b, Ldb2, Grm5, Sema5a, and 
Camd1.  
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Misregulated gene expression due to Satb2 haploinsufficiency at P28 

To understand the impact of Satb2 haploinsufficiency on gene 

expression in the cortex, we performed single nuclei RNA sequencing 

(snRNA-seq) on dissected S1 regions from P28 Satb2+/+ and Satb2LacZ/+ 

cortices. After filtering for quality control, 7865 Satb2+/+ and 8389 

Satb2LacZ/+ cells were kept for analysis. We co-clustered the Satb2+/+ and 

Satb2LacZ/+ cells (Figure 23A) and performed differential expression 

analysis to assess the gene expression changes due to Satb2 

haploinsufficiency.  

 Clusters expressing Satb2 included L2/3 IT, L6 CT, L6 IT, L4 IT, 

L4/5 IT, and L5 IT (clusters 0, 1, 2, 5, 7, and 11, respectively). Differential 

expression analysis within clusters between Satb2+/+ and Satb2LacZ/+ cells 

revealed that the Satb2 expressing clusters exhibited many significant 

differentially expressed genes (DEGs, >150). Clusters corresponding to 

projection neuron subtypes that did not express Satb2 included, L5NP, L5 

PT, and L6b subplate cells (clusters 18, 13, and 20, respectively) had 

relatively few significant DEGs (<10), and non-neuronal subtypes such as 

endothelial cells (cluster 21) exhibited few if any significant DEGs (Figure 

21B). This analysis revealed that Satb2 haploinsufficiency leads to 

widespread gene misregulation in Satb2 expressing cell types. 

 Among the top misregulated genes in Satb2 expressing cells, were 

those related to axon guidance, cell adhesion, and ion channels. For 
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example, the following genes were misregulated in two or more Satb2 

expressing clusters and based on CUT&RUN analysis were identified as 

direct binding targets of Satb2: axon guidance genes Epha3, Epha7, 

Gap43, Ppfia2, Slit2, Unc5c, cell adhesion related genes Alcam, Cdh10, 

Cntn3, Cntnap2, Ctnna3, Dock4, Lrfn5, Lsamp, Nectin3, Pcdh9, Sgcz, and 

ion channel genes Cacna1a, Cacna2dl, Kcnd3, Kcnh7, Kcnip3, Kcnip4, 

Kctd16. This reveals the critical role of Satb2 in directly regulating genes 

essential for proper neuronal maturation and function. 
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Figure 23: snRNA-seq with S1 P28 tissue reveals 
widespread misregulated gene expression in Satb2LacZ/+ 
cortex 

(A) UMAP generated from snRNA-seq from dissected S1 
regions in P28 Satb2+/+ and Satb2LacZ/+ mice enabled 
identification of different projection neuron subtypes. Clusters 
labeled in green showed little to no gene expression changes 
between Satb2+/+ and Satb2LacZ/+ cell types while cells in red 
exhibited  large gene expression changes. 
(B) Plots of -log10(p-adjusted value) vs log2(fold change). 
Clusters 0, 11, and 6 are Satb2 expressing clusters exhibiting 
many significant DEGs while clusters 21, 18, and 20 do not 
express Satb2 and exhibited few significant DEGs. Verticle lines 
represent log2(fold change) of ± 0.1 and horizontal lines 
represent -log10(p-adjusted value = 0.05) 
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Satb2 haploinsufficiency results in altered electrophysiology of layer 

5 neurons and local circuit defects 

We performed whole-cell patch-clamp recordings on layer 5 

neurons to investigate the impact of Satb2 haploinsufficiency on the 

functional development of layer 5 neurons in S1 at P28 (Figure 24A-Figure 

24D). We found that Satb2LacZ/+ neurons exhibited increased rheobase 

current, wider action potential (AP) half width, and decreased AP firing in 

response to depolarizing current steps compared to control neurons 

(Figure 24A and Figure 24C). There was no change in AP threshold or 

membrane resistance (Figure 24A and Figure 24B). Our recording showed 

significantly decreased amplitude and frequency of mEPSCs for these 

neurons (Figure 24D). These data indicate that the S1 L5 projection 

neurons in Satb2LacZ/+ mice are intrinsically less excitable. 

 To determine the impact of Satb2 haploinsufficiency on local 

cortical circuitry at P28, we applied laser scanning photostimulation 

(LSPS), which allows for high throughput functional readout of local circuit 

connectivity with cellular resolution, and glutamate uncaging to map circuit 

connectivity (Figure 24F and Figure 24E) (Dantzker and Callaway, 2000; 

Qiu et al., 2011; Shepherd and Svoboda, 2005; Suter et al., 2010). We 

found that S1BF regions of Satb2LacZ/+ brain slices exhibited disrupted 

topology of intracortical excitatory connectivity; inputs from layer 4 are 

reduced while inputs from layer 2/3 are increased, and inhibitory inputs 
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are unchanged (Figure 24F). These data indicate that Satb2 

haploinsufficiency leads to disrupted local excitatory circuit function in S1, 

potentially due to mis regulated ion channel genes.  
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Figure 24: Altered physiology and local circuit connectivity in 
Satb2LacZ/+ brain slices 

(A) Increased Rheobase current indicating significantly higher current is 
needed to elicit Satb2LacZ/+ layer 5 axon potential. No change in action 
potential threshold. Increased AP width and altered waveforms. 
(B) Input resistance and membrane capacitance not significantly changed. 
(C) Sample responses of membrane voltages to increasing depolarizing 
current injections in Satb2+/+ and Satb2LacZ/+ neurons. AP density plots 
are presented below. Satb2LacZ/+ neurons show significantly lower AP 
firing in response to current injection indicating reduced excitability. 
(D) Sample mEPSC responses from control and Satb2LacZ/+ neurons. 
Vertical ticks indicate detected mEPSCs. Below is the amplitude 
distribution and cumulative distribution of mEPSCs. Satb2 LacZ/+ neurons 
exhibit smaller mEPSC amplitude and reduced frequency.  
(E) Illustration of recording L2/3 pyramidal neuron location, and LSPS 
mapping glutamate uncaging locations. Representative L2/3 neuron 
morphology shown. Graph showing laser onset and different responses 
based on uncaging locations.  
(F) Pooled responses of EPSC/IPSC maps. Averaged responses from 5-6 
neurons. Average synaptic responses (mean ± SD) binned by laminar 
location to the right of the color maps showing different distribution 
patterns for excitatory maps but not inhibitory. (n = 4 Satb2+/+, n = 3 
Satb2LacZ/+ mice) 
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Satb2 regulates gene expression in part by recruiting the BAF 

complex 

Although the mechanism of Satb2 mediated gene repression is 

known (Britanova et al., 2008), it is unclear how Satb2 activates gene 

expression. We performed protein co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) using a 

Satb2 antibody and protein extracts from Satb2+/+ P0 cortices and 

confirmed that Satb2 interacts with NuRD components HDAC1 and 

MTA1/2 (data not shown). We investigated the possibility that Satb2 

interacts with the BAF complex, an ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling 

complex generally associated with gene activation. We found Brg1, the 

core ATPase in the BAF complex, was co-IPed with a Satb2 antibody from 

Satb2+/+, but not Satb2LacZ/LacZ cortices Figure 25A). We also performed 

the reverse co-IPs, and found a Brg1 antibody, but not a control IgG, was 

able to co-IP Satb2 from control cortices. Supporting this finding, a co-IP 

experiment followed by mass spectrometry using a Brg1 antibody with 

extracts from a primary cortical neuron culture, identified Satb2 as one of 

the top enriched proteins (data not shown). Immunostaining confirmed 

their co-expression in the cortical plate (Figure 23B). This interaction 

highlights the dynamic mechanisms by which Satb2 mediates gene 

regulation. 
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Figure 25: Satb2 and Brg1 can bind to each other and are co-
expressed in the cortical plate 

(A) Co-immunoprecipitation experiment showed that Satb2 and Brg1 can 
bind to each other. Satb2 and Brg1 are co-IPed from P0 Satb2+/+ cortices 
using either a Brg1 or Satb2 antibody, but not from Satb2LacZ/LacZ cortices. 
Note that there was a non-specific band that co-IPed with control IgG that 
ran the size of Satb2, and the non-specific band was also co-IPed in 
Satb2LacZ/LacZ cortices.  
(B) Satb2 and Brg1 staining revealed that they are co-expressed in 
cortical neurons in the cortical plate at P7.  
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Discussion 

Understanding the genetic and molecular origin of 

neurodevelopmental disorders entails deciphering the detailed molecular 

mechanisms underlying brain development. The molecular and genetic 

interplay underpinning the generation of cortical projection neurons is 

beginning to be unraveled, but a comprehensive understanding of these 

processes is needed. These data shed light on the necessity of proper 

Satb2 expression for the generation and development of cortical projection 

neurons. We show that in the Satb2LacZ/+ animals, there is a 50% reduction 

of Satb2 protein which leads to widespread gene misregulation, 

particularly of cell adhesion, axon guidance, and ion channel genes, 

providing potential a mechanism underlying the axon projection and 

electrophysiology defects observed. The reduction of Satb2 essentially 

permitted the specification of cortical projection neuron classes, yet the 

insufficient protein levels resulted in severe callosal projection neuron 

defects. This finding is analogous to the corpus callosum agenesis seen in 

human SAS patients and provides a molecular mechanism for this 

pathology. 

Previous studies using complete or conditional Satb2 knockouts, 

precluded the ability to examine the role of Satb2 in neuronal subtypes 

that are completely missing in these models. The Satb2LacZ allele allowed 

us to study the role of Satb2 in neuronal maturation, a process distinct 
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from the initial cell fate specification. We confirmed that Satb2 is 

expressed in CT neurons (McKenna et al., 2015) and found that there are 

no apparent CT targeting defects in the Satb2LacZ/+ cortices. However, the 

layer 6 CT neurons exhibited significant gene expression changes by P28 

indicating defective development of these cell types. Interestingly the layer 

5 pyramidal tract (PT) neurons showed no apparent gene expression or 

projection defects in the Satb2LacZ/+ brain, despite Satb2 being necessary 

for their birth and specification (Leone et al., 2015; McKenna et al., 2015). 

Satb2 expression in the layer 5 PT neurons is transient, and high levels of 

Fezf2 extinguish Satb2 expression in this neuronal subtype (Chen et al., 

2008b; McKenna et al., 2015). Therefore, the reduced Satb2 was 

sufficient to specify the proper number of these neurons which were 

ultimately unaffected by Satb2 haploinsufficiency. Satb2 is also required 

for the specification of callosal neurons, and its expression is maintained 

in this cell population after the neurons are born. Although markers of 

upper-layer projection neurons appeared normal in our 

immunohistochemistry analysis, gene expression defects were prevalent 

in our snRNA-seq experiment and callosal projection defects were severe. 

These findings implicate Satb2 dosage to be a critical factor in facilitating 

neuronal maturation. The subtypes of neurons most affected by Satb2 

haploinsufficiency are those that express Satb2 long term, suggesting that 
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IT and CT neuronal subtypes are particularly vulnerable to deficient levels 

of Satb2. This highlights the vulnerable cell types in SAS.  

Satb2 regulates the generation of multiple neuronal subtypes. The 

question then arises of how Satb2 functions in distinct but essential ways 

in different projection neuron subtypes. Our findings suggest that the 

combinatorial action of Satb2 with ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling 

complexes is one mechanism by which Satb2 regulates gene expression 

in a cell-context dependent manner. We confirmed previous findings that 

Satb2 interacts with the NuRD nucleosome remodeling complex which 

inhibits gene expression through its deacetylase activity (Hoffmann and 

Spengler, 2019). We found that Satb2 also interacts with the BAF complex 

which utilizes ATP to mobilize nucleosomes resulting in increased 

chromatin accessibility (Sokpor et al., 2017), providing a mechanism by 

which Satb2 activates gene expression. Our CUT&RUN analysis revealed 

that Satb2 binding sites are enriched for transcription factor binding sites 

including Bcl11a, Lhx2, and Nr2f1. These findings suggest that the 

combinatorial action of Satb2 with other chromatin remodeling complexes 

and transcription factors facilitates its cell-context dependent functions.  

Mutations in a single copy of SATB2 resulting in a nonfunctional 

SATB2 protein cause Satb2-Associated Syndrome (Zarate and Fish, 

2017). Satb2 function is also implicated in autism, schizophrenia, and 

intellectual deficiency (Blumenthal et al., 2014; Ripke et al., 2014; Whitton 
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et al., 2018). Our findings highlight how projection neuron development is 

sensitive to Satb2 dosage, particularly in neurons that express Satb2 after 

their birth and specification. In the Satb2LacZ/+ brain it appears that the 

major detrimental effects are due to improper maturation. This opens the 

possibility for therapies aimed at SAS that do not have to be implemented 

during early neonatal development. Finally, this work illuminates the 

function of Satb2 in heathy brains and sheds light on the etiology of SAS 

in particular cell types.  

 
Mice used in this study 

Experiments were performed according to protocols approved by the 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at University of California at 

Santa Cruz and at University of Arizona College of Medicine Phoenix, and 

were performed in accordance with institutional and federal guidelines. 

The Satb2lacZ/+, and Emx1Cre, reporter mice were described previously 

(Dobreva et al., 2003; Gorski et al., 2002). The Satb2tm1a(KOMP)Wtsi/+ 

mice were obtained from the Knockout Mouse Project (KOMP) repository 

and bred with Rosa26Sortm2(FLP*)Sor mice from the Jackson Laboratory 

(JAX number 007844) to generate the Satb2flox(KOMP)/+ mice (referred 

as Satb2flox mice in this study). 

The day of the vaginal plug detection was designated as E0.5. The day of 

birth was designated as P0. The genders of the embryonic and early 

postnatal mice were not determined. 
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The following mice were used in this study: 

Satb2+/+, Satb2LacZ/+ and Satb2LacZ/LacZ mice: E13.5, E15.5, E17.5, P0, P1, 

P4, P7, P28, and adult, both male and female mice were used. 

Satb2flox/LacZ;Emx1cre/+ mice: P7 and adult, both male and female mice 

were used. 

 

Method Details 

 
Immunohistochemistry 

To prepare tissue for staining, mice were first anesthetized and prepared 

for trans-cardiac perfusion. 1XPBS was delivered to the body into the left 

ventricle. When the fluid exiting the right atrium ran clear, 4% 

paraformaldehyde was pumped until the body stiffened. Brains were then 

dissected and post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.1% saponin, 1XPBS 

for 24 hours at 4°C and then cryoprotected by submerging in 30% sucrose 

1XPBS for 24 hours. The brains were sectioned using a sliding microtome 

into 50µm sections. Sections were permeabilized with 0.06% Triton X-100 

in PBS for 30 minutes before incubated in blocking buffer (5% horse 

serum, 0.03% Triton X-100, 1XPBS) for 1 hour. Blocking buffer was 

removed, and the sections were incubated with primary antibodies diluted 

in blocking buffer for 24 hours at 4°C. The following antibodies were used 

for immunohistochemistry in this study: Bcl11b, 1:1000 (rat, Abcam, 

ab18465) Brg1, 1:500 (mouse, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-17796), 
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Cux1, 1:500 (rabbit, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-6327), Lhx2, 1:500 

(goat, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-19344), L1, 1:500 (rat, 

MilliporeSigma, MAB5272), Ntng1 1:100 (goat, R&D Systems, AF1166), 

Pkcg, 1:500 (rabbit, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-211), Rorb (rabbit, 

Proteintech 17635-1-AP), Satb2, 1:1000 (rabbit, Abcam, ab34735), Tbr1 

(rabbit, Abcam, ab31940), Tbr2, 1:500 (rat, Abcam, ab23345), Tle4, 1:100 

(mouse, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-365406). The sections were 

washed three times with 1XPBS 0.03% triton X-100 for 5 minutes each, 

and then incubated with secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa 488, 

555, or 647 fluorophores, all diluted in blocking buffer at a ratio of 1:1000. 

Secondary antibodies were incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. 

Nuclear staining was performed by incubating with 4',6-Diamidino-2-

Phenylindole, Dihydrochloride (DAPI) 1:10,000 (Invitrogen, D1306) in 

1XPBS for 10 minutes. Sections were then manually arranged on 

microscope slides before being mounted in Fluoromount-G. Embryonic 

tissue was sectioned at 20µm using a Leica Cryostat, and staining was 

performed as described above but on microscope slides.   

 
Cytochrome oxidase staining 

Brains used for cytochrome oxidase staining were dissected from 

perfused mice as described in the “Immunohistochemistry” methods 

section. We cut the brains in half along the midline and removed all 

subcortical structures with standard dissecting tools to obtain cortices. We 
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then flattened the cortices between two glass slides with a 1mm spacer in-

between and placed in 4%PFA 1XPBS at 4°C overnight. The following 

day, we removed the glass slides and placed the flattened cortex in 30% 

sucrose 1XPBS. The flattened cortices were then sectioned on a sliding 

microtome at 50µm. Sections were washed with 1X PBS and then 

incubated at 37°C in CO staining buffer containing: 5% sucrose, 0.03% 

cytochrome C, 0.02% catalase, 0.05% 3,3′-Diaminobenzidine, and 0.1M 

phosphate buffer for 2-3 hours. Sections were then washed with 1X PBS 

and mounted in Permount. 

 
EdU labeling 

Timed pregnant mice were injected with a single dose of EdU (25mg/kg 

body weight; Thermo Fisher Scientific, E10187) at E12.5, or E13.5. Brains 

were collected at P7 as described in “immunohistochemistry.” Primary and 

secondary antibody staining was performed as usual, and at the end of 

the protocol, sections were immersed in the following solution 1 mL of 

reaction: 950ul 100mM Tris PH 7.4, 40µL 100 mM CuSO4, 10µL 200 

mg/mL sodium ascorbate, and 1µL azide 488 or 555 at room temperature 

for 30 minutes. Sections were then washed and cover slipped. Satb2LacZ/+ 

and littermate Satb2+/+ control mice were analyzed for each timepoint.  
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CUT&RUN 

P0 brains were quickly dissected and dropped into ice cold 1X PBS with 

protease inhibitor (Roche 11873580001). Cortices were then dissected 

under a dissection microscope. The pial surface was carefully removed 

and the cortices were cut into small pieces. The tissue was then washed 

with 400µL ice cold Accumax solution (Sigma-Aldrich A7089). Ice cold 

Accumax was removed and 400µL prewarmed 37°C Accumax was added. 

The tissue incubated at 37°C for 5 minutes before being manually 

dissociated with a P1000 pipet tip. Dissociated cells were spun down at 

600g for 3 minutes and resuspended in 1mL ice cold wash buffer (20mM 

HEPES pH 7.5, 150mM NaCl, 0.5mM Spermidine, 1X EDTA-free protease 

inhibitor). The cells were washed three times. Cells were then quantified 

and bound to Concanavalin-A beads (Bangs Laboratories, PB531). All 

CUT&RUN samples were generated with 500,000 cells. Cells were then 

bound to beads at a ratio of 500,000 cells per 10µL beads. Cells bound to 

beads were then placed on a magnetic stand and the wash buffer was 

removed. Each sample was resuspended in 150µL antibody buffer (wash 

buffer with 2mM EDTA, 0.03% Digitonin, MilliporeSigma, 300410). All 

antibodies were used at a dilution of 1:100, except the IgG which was 

added to a final concentration of 1µg/µL. The following antibodies were 

used in CUT&RUN experiments: Satb2 (rabbit, Abcam, ab34735), Cux1 

(rabbit, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-6327), Lhx2 (goat, Santa Cruz 
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Biotechnology, sc-19344), H3K27me3 (Cell Signaling, 9733S), H3K27Ac 

(Abcam, Ab4729), H3K4me3 (Cell Signaling, 97515), Rabbit IgG 

(Invitrogen 02-6102). Samples were incubated at 4°C overnight with 

shaking a 400rpm at a 30° angle (the tubes were never inverted). The 

following day, beads were washed twice with 1mL DIG-wash buffer (Wash 

Buffer with 0.03% Digitonin), and incubated with protein A/G-MNase 

(EpiCypher, 15-1016), 2.5µL per 50µL DIG-wash buffer per sample, for 1 

hour at 4°C shaking. Beads were washed twice with DIG-wash buffer and 

resuspended in 100µL DIG-wash buffer and Ca2+ was added to a final 

concentration of 1mM and the samples incubated for 1 hour at 0°C in a 

heat block immersed in an ice water slurry. The reaction was inhibited by 

adding 100µL 2X STOP buffer (170mM NaCl, 20mM EGTA, 0.05%, 

50µg/mL RNAse A, 20µg/mL Glycogen, 250pg E. coli Spike-in DNA, 

EpiCypher 18-1401). Samples were then incubated at 37°C for 30 

minutes, and supernatant was transferred to fresh tubes. Phenol 

chloroform isoamyl alcohol extraction was performed to purify CUT&RUN 

DNA which was resuspended in 30µL 1mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 0.1mM 

EDTA.     

 

CUT&RUN Library Prep and Sequencing and Analysis 

We used the NEBNext Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit (E7645L) with some 

modifications to the protocol. For the adapter ligation step, the NEBNext 
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Adaptor for Illumina was diluted 1:50, to 0.3µM. The adaptor ligated DNA 

was then cleaned up with 2.1X AMPure XP beads (Beckman A63881) 

before proceeding. PCR was performed with NEBNext Multiplex Oligos for 

Illumina (E7600S) with the following thermocycler conditions: Initial 

denaturation 98°C, 30s, denaturation 98°C, 10s, annealing and extension 

65°C, 12s, repeat denaturing and annealing and extension 14 times, final 

extension 65°C, 5 minutes in a Bio-Rad T100 Thermal Cycler. After 

amplification, 0.5X AMPure beads were added to the reaction, mixed, 

incubated for 10 minutes, and samples were placed on a magnet stand. 

Supernatant was transferred to fresh tubes and then cleaned up with 2X 

AMPure beads. DNA concentrations were determined using Bioanalyzer 

High Sensitivity DNA kit (5067-4626). DNA between 146 and 600bp was 

quantified for the analysis. The primer-dimer peak was removed with 

Pippin size selection. Samples were pooled such that equimolar amounts 

of each sample were present in the pool, and sequenced on the NextSeq 

platform (high output, 75 cycles). The sequencing was demultiplexed, and 

sequencing reads were mapped to the genome. Binding peaks were 

called using SEACR, and peaks were assigned to genes using 

ChIPseeker. MEME motif analysis was used to determine Satb2 binding 

motifs.  
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snRNAseq 

P28 mice were anesthetized and brains were quickly dissected and placed 

into ice cold PBS. The brains were then sectioned at 300 µm using a 

vibratome. S1 regions were then manually excised from the brain sections 

and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. Nuclei were then isolated and libraries 

made using the 10X genomics single cell gene expression workflow. 

Libraries were sequenced on the NovaSeq platform. Quality control 

analysis was performed using the Seurat workflow. Harmony (Korsunsky 

et al., 2019) to co-cluster the datasets and perform differential expression 

analysis.  

 
 
CTB labeling 

Injections for tracing experiments were performed using Alexa Fluor 555-

conjugated cholera toxin subunit-B (CTB) at a concentration of 4 mg/mL in 

1XPBS injected through a pulled glass pipet attached to a Picospritzer III 

(Parker). Stereotaxic surgery was performed on P28 mice by 

anesthetizing them and placing on a stereotaxic frame (Kopf). The skull 

was exposed, and coordinates were measured by using the bregma as 

the zero point. A craniotomy was performed, and the pulled glass pipet 

with CTB was placed on the brain surface. The needle was then lowered 

to the desired Z position, and 0.25µL was injected. After 5 minutes, the 

needle was retracted, and the skin was glued back together. Brains were 
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analyzed 5-days later. Injections were performed using the following 

coordinates: VpM injection, AP -1 mm, ML 2.85 mm, Z -3.35 mm, CP 

injection AP -3.28 mm, ML 1.3 mm, Z -4.8 mm, CC injection AP -1.7 mm, 

ML 0.8 mm, Z -1.3 mm.  

 
Image acquisition and analysis 

Images for quantitative analysis were acquired with a Zeiss 880 confocal 

microscope. Laser power and gain were adjusted until < 1% of pixels were 

saturated. Cell counting was performed on single z-slices. Images were 

divided into 500 μm wide regions and split into equally sized bins or 

cortical layers. A gaussian blur was applied to the image with a rolling ball 

radius of 1µm and then an appropriate threshold was set for each channel. 

Particles were analyzed with a circularity of 0.3-1.0 and size exclusion of > 

1μm. The same threshold was used across all images between 

genotypes. Brightfield images were acquired with a Zeiss AxioImager Z2 

widefield microscope with a Zeiss AxioCam 506 (color) camera.  

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 9.0. For each 

brain, the number of marker+ cells in the cortex were quantified in a 500 

µm wide region from at least 3-4 matching sections. Care was taken to 

match the anterior-posterior, medial-lateral positions for the chosen areas 

between the mutant and control genotypes. For each genotype and each 

age, at least 3 different brains were analyzed. Data are shown as mean ± 

SEM. Statistical significance for single comparisons was determined using 
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a nested t-test. Significance was set as ∗ for p < 0.05, ∗∗ for p < 0.01, and 

∗∗∗ p < 0.001 for all significance tests.  

 
Western blot analysis 

P0 cortices were dissected in ice cold 1X PBS with protease inhibitor. The 

tissue was homogenized in RIPA buffer by manually triturating with a 

P1000 pipet tip before incubating on ice for 20 minutes. The cell 

homogenate was centrifuged at 14,000 g for 10 minutes at 4°C. The 

supernatant was removed, and proteins were denatured at 100°C for 5 

minutes in laemmli buffer. The sample was then run on an 8% SDS-PAGE 

at 70V for 2 hours, transferred to a PVDF membrane (Sigma, IPVH85R) at 

150 mA for 90 minutes. The blot was blocked for one hour in 1% non-fat 

milk in 1X Tris-Buffered Saline, 0.1% Tween 20 (TBST). After blocking in 

10mL solution, 2µg Satb2 antibody (rabbit, Abcam, ab34735) was added 

and incubated at 4°C overnight. The blot was then washed with TBST and 

incubated in Li-Cor Donkey anti Rabbit secondary antibody (#926-68073) 

at a 1:17,000 dilution for one hour and images were processed using 

ImageStudioLite. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusions and Future Directions 

In the previous chapters, I presented work examining how Fezf2, 

Tle4, and Satb2 function to specify projection neuron subtypes and the 

effect of Satb2 haploinsufficiency on brain development. These findings 

support a model of projection neuron fate specification in which radial glial 

stem cells initially specify a pan glutamatergic identity. Next, the 

combinatorial expression of post-mitotic transcription factors regulates 

subtype-specific molecular expression programs that ultimately specify 

subtype identity. 

 

Role of Fezf2 in progenitors 

Despite being expressed in radial glial cells (RGCs), Fezf2 does not 

appear to play a role in specifying cell fate at the level of the progenitor in 

the developing cerebral cortex. Our use of conditional mouse genetics 

spared Fezf2 expression in RGCs while knocking it out in newly born 

neurons, yielding a phenotype almost identical to that of the complete 

knockout. That begs the question, what is the role of Fezf2 in progenitors?  

There is evidence from zebrafish and flies that Fezf2 plays 

essential roles in neurogenesis. Fezf2 regulates neurogenin1 expression 

to promote the generation of dopaminergic neurons in zebrafish forebrain 

(Jeong et al., 2006). It also promotes Wnt/B-Catenin signaling in zebrafish 

by physically interacting with Tle4 to repress the Wnt pathway inhibitors 
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Lhx2 and Lhx9. In this way, Fezf2 controls the timing and location of the 

onset of neurogenesis through genetic repression (Zhang et al., 2014). 

This also demonstrates that one of the principal mechanisms by which 

Fezf2 represses gene expression is conserved between zebrafish and 

mice. In flies, Fezf2 (Drosophila, erm) prevents intermediate progenitors 

from dedifferentiating back into the neuroblast state by inhibiting Notch 

signaling (Weng et al., 2010). 

In mice, however, our understanding is quite limited regarding the 

role of Fezf2 in progenitors during and after cortical neurogenesis. It was 

shown that Fezf1 and Fezf2 promote neurogenesis by inhibiting notch 

activity by repressing Hes5, a repressor of the proneural gene 

neurogenin2 in early telencephalon patterning (Shimizu et al., 2010). 

These defects are not evident in the Fezf2 knockout. Perhaps in the full 

Fezf2 knockout, Fezf1 can compensate for the loss of Fezf2 in early 

telencephalon patterning. However, at the onset of cortical neurogenesis, 

Fezf1 and Fezf2 are not co-expressed in the dorsal ventricular zone, yet in 

the complete Fezf2 knockout, neuron birth and migration are unaffected 

(B. Chen et al., 2005c; Molyneaux et al., 2005). We recently showed that 

knocking out Fezf2 in RGCs from E13.5 onwards resulted in reduced RGC 

differentiation based on s-phase EdU incorporation, cell cycle marker 

staining, and reduced numbers of Tbr2+ intermediate progenitors by P0 

(Huebner, 2020), but the consequences of this remain unanswered. Fezf2 
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expression continues in post-natal neural stem cells in the ventricular-

subventricular and subgranular zones into adulthood (data not shown), 

implicating Fezf2 in regulating adult neurogenesis of olfactory bulb 

interneurons and granule neurons in the dentate gyrus. 

 

Tle4 in corticothalamic neuron development 

Before we published the Tle4 knockout phenotype, Tle4 was known 

to be a marker of CT neurons, but its function was unknown. Tbr1 is the 

cell fate specification gene for CT neurons (Fazel Darbandi et al., 2018; 

Han et al., 2011; Hevner et al., 2001; McKenna et al., 2011). When Tle4 is 

knocked out, the CT neurons were still born and projected to proper 

thalamic targets. However, we observed increased layer 5 gene 

expression in layer 6 in the Tle4 knockout and altered electrophysiology, 

indicating that Tle4 is important for the proper molecular and physiological 

identity of these neurons.  

 Defective CT neurons have been associated with autism (Kwan, 

2013) and are implicated in epilepsy (Avoli, 2012). This highlights the 

importance of understanding the precise molecular mechanisms 

underlying the formation and development of this class of neurons. 

Furthermore, we observed that the Tle4LacZ/+ brains exhibited subtle but 

increased layer 5 gene expression in layer 6, indicating that CT neurons 

are sensitive to Tle4 dosage (data not shown).  
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Context-dependent functions of sequence-specific transcription 

factors. 

It’s remarkable that single transcription factors have dramatically 

different functions depending on cell contexts. For instance, Fezf2 inhibits 

the expression of layer 5 genes when it complexes with Tle4 in layer 6, yet 

in layer 5, high levels of Fezf2 inhibit the expression of layer 6 genes. I 

proposed that Fezf2 regulates different sets of genes by its combinatorial 

action with other co-repressors. Similarly, I proposed that Satb2 executes 

cell-context dependent functions by partnering with different chromatin 

remodeling complexes. Interestingly, Tle4 does not have a DNA binding 

domain of its own, and therefore the sequence specificity of the Fezf2-

Tle4 complex, in theory, is dictated exclusively by the Fezf2 DNA binding 

domain. How Fezf2 binds to different targets is unknown.  

To gain insights into the mechanism by which Fezf2 functions, I 

performed CUT&RUN in a Fezf2 overexpression model and identified 

Fezf2 binding sites (data not shown). As expected, Fezf2 peaks were 

associated with layer-specific genes including upper layer genes such as 

Cux1, Cux2, and Lhx2, as well as layer 6 genes such as Tbr1, and Fosl2, 

and layer 5 genes Bcl11b and Fezf2 itself which is expressed at high 

levels in layer 5. These findings support our model in that the genes we 

expect Fezf2 inhibits are bound by Fezf2. It would be useful to test the 
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validity of our claims that Fezf2 binds different targets in different cell-

types. This could be accomplished by performing CUT&RUN on purified 

populations of different projection neuron subtypes. 

Perhaps the chromatin architecture plays a permissive role in 

dictating Fezf2 binding. Based on my immunohistochemical observations, 

Fezf2 is not present in the subventricular zone or intermediate zone. 

Rather, Fezf2 appears to turn on in the neurons once they have entered 

the cortical plate. It is likely that the chromatin architecture is different in 

newborn layer 5 and layer 6 neurons. The chromatin organization may 

dictate which Fezf2 targets are available in the different cell types. 

Integrating Fezf2 binding site data generated by CUT&RUN with 

combined single cell multiome ATAC and gene expression datasets 

generated from neocortex during the peak time of layer 6 and 5 

neurogenesis will help to answer this question.   

It’s also feasible that the expression level of Fezf2 itself can 

influence the function of Fezf2. Fezf2 expression is titrated in different cell 

types. It is expressed at exceedingly low levels in RGCs, slightly higher 

levels in layer 6, and highest levels in layer 5b. I’ve also observed that 

Fezf2 is expressed in layer 5a callosal projection neurons at a notably 

lower level than in the layer 5b neurons (data not shown). The 

concentration of Fezf2 protein may affect its ability to bind specific DNA 

regions. For instance, in the case of very high concentrations of Fezf2, it 
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may be able to access more inaccessible targets in the genome by forcing 

the equilibrium between bound and unbound towards binding. On the 

other hand, when Fezf2 is expressed at lower levels, such as in layer 6, it 

may only bind to more readily accessible regions, but in complex with 

Tle4, it can function as a strong repressor for those genes.   

We did not uncover additional Fezf2 binding partners in our study. 

Co-IP followed by mass spectrometry using a Fezf2 antibody and rabbit 

IgG control antibody in both wild-type and Fezf2 mutant brains will 

accomplish this. Fezf2 likely complexes with other Tle proteins, and may 

interact with chromatin remodeling complexes such as the Nucleosome 

Remodeling and Deacetylase (NuRD) or Polychrome Repressive 

Complexes, which are mostly associated with repression. If this is the 

case, it would implicate Fezf2 as a regulator of chromatin architecture in 

addition to directly repressing gene expression.  

Satb2 mediated gene expression is highly associated with 

chromatin remodeling complexes as discussed in Chapter 3. Therefore, 

Satb2 actively regulates chromatin architecture, but does so uniquely in 

different contexts. Its combinatorial action with different chromatin 

remodelers may be a primary mechanism by which it executes its context-

dependent regulatory functions. 

How is the combinatorial network of transcription factors and 

chromatin remodeling complexes initially set up? Recent single cell 
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analysis of radial glial cells and their progeny, carefully followed over time, 

found that the radial glial cells express and bestow transcriptional 

programs to their progeny reflective of their final cell identities (Telley et 

al., 2019). This result provides evidence that although newborn 

glutamatergic projection neurons have not acquired their subtype identity, 

different combinations of transcription factors and chromatin remodeling 

complexes become expressed based on inherited transcriptional 

programs, providing a mechanism by which different combinations of 

these proteins are initially established.  

It will be productive to combine single cell gene expression and 

chromatin accessibility (multiomic) data sets with transcription factor 

binding sites generated from CUT&RUN for a multitude of sequence-

specific transcription factors implicated in cell fate specification. 

Associating binding peaks to accessible genomic regions in different cell 

types across developmental time and in different genetic backgrounds (i.e. 

Satb2, Fezf2, or Tbr1 knockout animals) will elucidate the mechanisms by 

which the combinatorial actions of sequence specific transcription factors 

function through enhancer regulation. Proximity ligation-assisted ChIP-

Seq (PLAC-seq) is a method that quantifies chromatin contacts at 

genomic regions, and is a powerful tool to determine physical enhancer 

promoter contacts (Yu et al., 2021). When high quality PLAC-seq datasets 

generated from different populations of sorted human cells become 
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publicly available, integrating the binding sites identified by CUT&RUN to 

the 3D enhancer/promoter data will illuminate the function of Fezf2, Satb2, 

and any additional sequence specific transcription factors with high quality 

CUT&RUN or ChIP-seq data in human brain development, revealing the 

precise binding sites and gene promoters they interact with.   

Finally, to validate the predictions made by the combination of 

sequence-specific transcription factor CUT&RUN, multiome, and PLAC-

seq, an exhaustive catalogue of enhancer knockout mice must be 

generated to validate the predictions.  

 

Relevance to human health 

 By studying brain development, we can better understand the 

mechanisms underlying debilitating neurodevelopmental diseases such as 

autism, schizophrenia, and intellectual disability. The work presented here 

has uncovered fundamental molecular mechanisms by which Fezf2, Tle4, 

and Satb2 function. 

Neurodegenerative diseases and brain injuries are devastating 

occurrences and insults, and few treatments are available. Fezf2 is a 

master regulator of corticospinal motor neuron generation, the principal 

cell type that degenerates in ALS. The mechanisms uncovered here may 

guide the development for regenerative therapies and provide an 

intellectual framework for considering how reprogramming strategies using 
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Fezf2 would work at the molecular level. Recently, there has been major 

success in the transplantation of reprogrammed dopaminergic neurons 

into patients with Parkinson’s. A previously untreatable disease which 

shows great potential in finding a cure.  

In addition to brain development, Fezf2, Satb2, and Tle4 are critical 

for the proper development and function of other bodily systems. Fezf2 

plays a central role in regulating autoimmunity, and indeed, mice lacking 

Fezf2 displayed severe autoimmune symptoms (Takaba et al., 2015). It 

has also been identified as a tumor suppressor gene in nasopharyngeal 

carcinoma (Shu et al., 2013). Satb2 plays a major role in bone health and 

development (Huang et al., 2022; Zhao et al., 2014), maintenance of adult 

colonic stem cells (Gu et al., 2022), and is involved in many cancers 

originating outside the central nervous system (Berg and Schaeffer, 2017; 

Inzani et al., 2022; Roy et al., 2020; Warmke et al., 2022; Wu et al., 2016; 

Xu et al., 2019). Tle4 functions in muscle stem cell biology (Agarwal et al., 

2022), bone development (Shin et al., 2021), cancer progression (Wang et 

al., 2016), and the inflammatory response (Zhang et al., 2019) among 

many others. Therefore, in addition to the central role these proteins play 

in cortical development, understanding the precise molecular mechanisms 

underlying Fezf2, Satb2, and Tle4 function has wide ranging implications 

for understanding diseases and functions of the body.   
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